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1.	 INTRODUCTION.
	
1.1	 Overview of Objectives.
The primary objective in Phase II was the demonstratici
of the integration of remote sensing technology with existing
techniques for producing a vegetation type map and vegetation
productivity estimates. A parallel objective was the transfer
of this technology to BLM personnel to promote the implementa-
tion and utilization of the procedures and techniques within the
BLM operations framework. The technology being demonstrated
emphasized the integration of quantitatively-based remote sensing
data while maintaining consideration of cost-efficiency in the
implementation of the overall design. The technology transfer
expanded on this emphasis with particular aLtcntion on further
developing the understanding, on the part of BLM, of approaches
to inventories that integrate multiple data sources given various
resource information objectives. Specifically, any considerations
based on the candidate approaches were focused on sampling
strategies and analyses of the costs of data collection as
spe, , ified by those strategies.
Information requ+_.. , nents and the timing and precision
required for that information were the major elements to be
considered in developing sampling strategies. The cost analyses
examined fixed budget vs. precision desired and also fixed
budget vs. allocation of =fort for single or multiple parameter
inventories. Combining sampling strate g ies with cost information,
the following factors needed to be optimized to achieve cost
efficiency of inventory design: plot size, number of plots,
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cluster size, numbor of levels of data and sample selection
methods. The technology transfer activities during Phase II
were focused on developing an understanding of these concepts
within BLM aa well as keeping project participants informed on
the progress of the technology demonstration of these concepts
(tee Volume II of this final report).
	
1.2	 Overview of Approach.
The technology transfer portion of Phase II was
divided into three parts consisting of a planning session,
workshops (two) and project status reviews (four). The planning
session was held at the outset of the project to familiarize
project participants with the full scope of the work to be
performed and to establish a milestone schedule (Section 2.0).
The two workshops were held to provide "hands-on" instruction
for project participants in specific Phase 3I technology areas
and utilized actual project data (Section 3.0). The four
project status reviews were held periodically through the life
of the project to maintain continuity in reporting on interim
results, to resolve any problems that occurred and to update
the project schedule as necessary (Section 4.0).
The remainder of this document contains materials
presented at the various sessions described above and memos
describing significant results from each. (A complete training
syllabus covering project planning, data collection and data
analysis as it relates to the technology demonstrated during
this APT is scheduled to be produced under Phase III of this
program and should be available in mid-1981.)
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2.	 PLANNING SESSION.
The objective of this session was to familiarize all
project participants with the expecced flow of tasks over the
life of the Phase II efforts
	 The project flow 7hart in
Appendix I, Vol. I of the final report was presented at this
time. Also, the two training courses were discussed and finalized
as to scope, content and dates. A preliminary set of milestone
dates was established to be used in monitoring progress on the
numerous aspects of the Phase II effort.
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!Minutes of the Phase II Planning Session, 4itober 3-4, 1576, at ESL
T};n r^eetire was chaired by Briny! Fine, ESL Project L'anafer. See enclosed atte:^dance
roster. He introd%ced the ESL tear y members and made a brief statement about t::e
ES'_ effort follo •::ed by BJV/Arizona, PL'!/DSC, and WA/,'SC. :;:.II Pcrraer r..en.:* . ned
a ecneral note of interest in that at the BI;.: Sate 	 r,re2tcrs r,ee.1n-
in:"t mcnth, a decis.cn vx.s :wade to rake a reco.=.endaA1c,n to he Bi:,' ...0. ttat ?tris;:
be u.cd for stratification to satisfy the EL'.: S711M ranu::l requir nt.n±s. F%_rti.er
DNI/20 was asked to provide a plan for a 10-million acre planning unit for ar,
operational phase by the end of r ISO.
`n tici:!Aed Ground MtEt/D rre Sr•%lc Photo Reouirerents
brian gave the anticip-ited LSP/ground requirements: 135 rar,re ground plots;
45 forest/, :,jdla_nd plots; and a maximum of 200 flight lince , (each rrith 1- ' .. hot:
plctr,) base , or. 1G-15 strata levels at Levels lI/I:I. iY,is coLra:^tz rrit^ arl
estini,ted E'^;-7.0.}0 grou..d plots without LSr in the ran:-e strata .o ,het ^O,i^ . e:s
per the F.SL original proposal transmittal letter.
L'C - i 1':rr,inr ,.'cdel
Ralidy Thomas discuzzed the Planning ?.' ,)del at U B :':hIc%. deterr-.ines r.•.::-:ez• c
sra--.;;/es, sanple size and sa.°ples per stratum. The Ple-nn nZ ::cdel hcs so:',,.^re
documentation (FO Tr.r." ); however, the user documentation is inccTplete but usa, le
by an expertenced operator. These v.ill be provided under the cortrECi.
Technology Transfer
The discussion centered on the two training courses, field ar.d data snal^:si.s,
and the high cost of u3ers Pow-To M_%nuals. As for the training, Bill Borr.er Jasi3
consideration should be given to three points:
1 Can Arizona support the training?
•	 2
	
Is it worth the cunt and cc-i-dtment?
	
3
	
Is i-	 ' quate?
( ; tv Jan 76)	 Rl.';1SF.DrRu7c'< !/ 977'T' : V.;,TR Cr"Sr	 PACE 1 C r	 =
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Ken Moore made the decision that the training should occur as planned with
instructor notes and handouts as the only documentation. Attendees will be:
4 from ,Agizons; 2 from Denver Service Center and 1 from .7SC with 2 ESL ir.stry^_t:rs.
Documentation will be considered for Phase 711 with a decision :o :,e reac1:ed for
either' instructor manuals or user How-To Manuals. The field training course vrill
be held at St. George, Utah from June 11-15, 1979. The Data Analysis cotree .ill
be conducted at the ESL facility from November 12 -16, 1979, recognizing that
ember 12 is a holiday.
Output Products
Gary Gnauck opened with a discussion on the possibility of ES SL procidir:t
the output products as color off-set prints at an additional expense of approxi-
mately $2-3K for each product (3 required). This is an option a.nd not a schedu:ed
product.
Ji
i.e., not
position,
the actioi
The c
up by ;Mike
Section pro
a separate i
the negative
funds to N16.
G&.A, overheat
Ken Y- of
kilograms. GE
the RFP cal Pd
is brought up the point about the ecale accuracy th:A r:as rc ;ues •.: d,
a distance between points but 2/ positional error frcm the ran
413 feet. This statement was provided to BL'! by USGS. ESL hi.s.
:ck on their capability to provide this accuracy.
n of imbedding the ad..-dn boundaries in the negative :.as brourIc',
as it was inadvertently left out of the re •uritten outp•at Prcd-^ ,_- :r
y BLti and used to price out the contract by ESL. B"M will Gcc:;:•.
:,undaries overlay with grid ties Vor reCistration the same as cr.
will provide JSC with a description and are prepared to trc-.a1'7cr
:ie cost, eat.rated by ESL to be about -0.1500  to Vc1 ec.t inc.. ii - ;
ested estimates in acres and pour3s ^ts :cell er Yee tare: G-.'
ich said ESL would provide this at no additional. cost alth:c,a;^
c;.ares and kilograms only.
Changes to
Sect
Seen	 t	 for classification will be the August 26, 1977, Lancsat,
the same c	 e:	 cessed for BW by EROS Data Center. Add this scene to the '{s
Sect	 3.
Add	 ii•	 -)r Admin boundaries overlay for 1:250,000 product only.
Statement	 i	 by BIIA. This will be added as a change later.
Sectic 3.	 nge to read:
T*(	 i1	 tapes for the entire Arizona Test Site shall be provided
in a form	 Pa	 the equipment to be delivered to BIB.
^nal spectral classification
acre smoothed data used to generate the output product
Jer 3.1.1.1 (1)
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Section 3.1.3 Change sentence to read:
"Statistical confidence statements will be made for these estimates usl•.e
regression technique.c."
Axies detinition.s are X: The proport'on of ISP plots in each flight line
in each strata as deterrined fron pixel by pixel Landsat grouped classificaticn.
y : The proportion of LSP plots in each flight line in each strata as deter--!ned
from photo int?rpretation/ground data collection. (Definitions provided by take
Garratt).
Section 3.2.1.1 (1) Change to read:
Total ground vegetation cover (in % cover)
Section 3.2.1.1 (3) and (4)
Asterisk and add: Point in time, not corrected for seasonal or annual
variations.
Section 3.2.2 (4) Define mortality:
Mortality is defined as the number of fallen and standing dead trees.
Mortality does not require confidence levels.
Phase II Flo•a Chsrt
The fluor chart events and dates were discussed in detail. Prisn will have
the chart drafted and sent to BL'.: and JSC. He will also pick off ti:e critical
ever-its and these will '.w used as milestones for the binsnthly reports. One
critical issue to be r&6olved is the specs for the LSP to be contracted for by
BL';. The Planning Model vas to provide the specs in ; :arch 1979; h^::eti•er,
needs tnem for their UP by Noventer 1973 to assure a co-;trxct to fly t he !LF
during the sinner of 1979. 9L'.'.will send ESL a set of the rpecs used for the
1978 LSP and they will be revie •red to see if they will suffice except fcr scale
as the present thinking is that a larger scale (1:750) will be required. An
interim scale could be included in the RFI' with the final scale to be negotiate2.
Another critie p! item was the Phase II Peer Revier, as to when it should be
held and what is t'ae purpose. Ken Hancock explained that plans %ere to hold a
review along the lines of the NFAP Ten-Ecosystem Workshop held at JSC in Septe^-'c•:r
1978. The purpose is to brief outside technical personnel on the ASVT prozed•.:,,-^s
and techniques and get their reactions and inputs. This would both advise others
in the field of how the ASIVT is being accomplished and get their inputs and
recommendations. The recommended date for the review is December 1978.
2-4
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Phase Reviews and Training;r
.Dq.tea were established for the revieer., and training to be held at the
frame time to reduce travel expanses. Reviews were scheduled ar. follows:
Review I - January 8, 1979, at ES), after the classification is
completed and 	 to running the Planning Model.
Review II - June 11, 1979, at St. George during the field training
(June 11-13 aFre—rthe LSP has been flown avid while the first ground plots
are being selected.
Review III - September 17, 1979, it St. George.
Review IV - November 12 0 1979, at ESL during the data analysis trai -:'4rz
(November 12-1;) and data screening of the LSP ind ground data.
A Final Review was scheduled for February 1960 to be held at Denver and
hosted by DSC with a majority of the review presented by the user, Arizona,
and DSC.
Overall the Planning Session was very successful and ESL is to be co,--none —d
for the excellent effort that was put forth to assure its success.
M stribution:
BU.'/DSC M. Garratt
BW/Arizona K. Moore
ESL/B. Fine
HB/G. Nixon
2-6
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The following paragraphs are included in copies of the minutes to ML
and Bl).VDSC only.
Mena ement and Support
The Phase II contract was discussed ii that it in reality it is a "fixed
price" contract as there are no more funds available. ESL pointed out tLat
they wota d cicsely monitor the expenditures and there was no allowance for
changes as this would increase fund requirements. JSC and BW acYsor:led(,ed
and agreed that any charges affecting cost would be offset by eliminUtinl;
some other task.
The possibilities of' another subcontractor for field data collectiun
and issuing a subcontract for LSP photointe vpretation was discussed. The
present subcontractor for field data collection is Range P.erources, Inc. The
new subcontract beInC considered is Resource Inventory Services, a cc-rai.y
formed by Jim Nichols when he became a consultant to ESL. JSC ani BIV pointed
out that the selection of a subcontractor was an ESL decision; ho-.-,,ever, con-
sideration should be given to the fact PR1 has experience and a favorable
past. performance thereas RIS is an unkrno:m factor although °;;e were all a::3re
of Jim Nichols capabilities. ESL ackno.,ledged this and will be choorir.0 a
subcontractor for field data collection in the near future. ESL is weighing
the advantage of doing the ISP photointerpretation in-house and further
developing their own ceiability vs. going contract with RIS.
Bill asked what were the t
UCB would be involved with. Jim
the classification, allocation o
transfer, the four revs e'r: s and t
planning model runs, training on
Q.C. task, and the review: tied
asks that Jim Nichols, as a consultant, and
will be concerned with tecKnical
	 of
f sa.n les, estimation procedures, to^^-:^1 v
he peer reriea. UCB vrill be involved in
ground data collection teciiniqup s, esti::.ations
to the two training courses.
Bimonthly Reports
The bimonthly report format was agreed to as the one presented by Ken
Hancock (exwmple enclosed). The milestones to be included in the report Trill
be picked from the flow chart by Brian. In the r:ritten portion of the report
each task will have comments even if its says "no work on this task durin7  the
reporting period". The first reporting period ends January 1, 1979, vrith sub-
sequent reportsevery other month through January 1, 1980. Reports are due
by the fifteenth of the mon"Wh.
Final Report
ESL expressed the desire to begin the structure of the report as soon
as possible. BIM and JSC were asked to give comments on the Phase I Final
Report as to its suitability for the Phase II report and recommend changes
and the level of detail desired.
ORICINAL PAGE 13
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Phase I Output Products
Thw letter from JSC procurement on revised output products visa discussed.
ESL has comple.ed the three products JSC corridered as not ree • ing require-ends
of the Statemt^ t of Work, i.e., the July 10, 1975, color negative 1:250,MO;
the U77,1 grid 1)r the August 1, 1976, black and white negative3; and the Area A
August 1 9 1976, black and white negatives. Ken Hancock adviser ESL not to take
action on costing, out the other items as Bi'_l Bonner had said the Alaska people
did not agree --rith this satisfying their rec.uirenents. Alaska is sending Den-ter
a letter on th31r asressment of what products they require. Fill and Ral ph Marker
will travel to JSC to discuss and resolve the differences. As a result of these
discussions anther letter will be sent to ESL by JSC procurement. With s bit cf
luck, this may put the Phase I output products to bed.
b.
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Name OrganizationPhone
tiR1 1aINAL i AU'. 15
,.TTENDAXE LIST 	 Or POOR QUALITY
PHASE 11 PLANNING SESSION - 3 & 4 OCTOBER 1978
Stephen DeGloria 415/642-2351 University of California
William J. Bonner 303/234-5673 BLM - Denver Service Center
`.	 Jim Nichols 408/279-4124 Resource Inventory Service
(ESL consultant)
Randy Thomasi
415/642-2351 University of California
Dwayne Sykes 80'/628-1691 BL.14 - Arizona Strip District
Mike Garratt 303/234-5673 BLM - Denver Service Center
Ken Hancock 713/483-2204 NASA --Johnson Space Center
George A. Nixon 713/483-3751 NASA - Johnson Space Center
Gary E.	 GnaLl ck 408/734-2244 ESL Incorporated
I	 John Littlewood 408/734-2244 ESL Incorporated
Brian T.	 Fins
i
408/734-2244 ESL Incorporated
Joel B. Dye 408/734-2244 ESL Incorporated
i	 Sandra Hawley 408/734-2244 ESL Incorporated
Ken Moore 801/628-1691 BLM - Arizona Strip District
Randy Thomas University of California/Berkeley
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Task Start
(A
Finish
RADIOMSETRIC CORRECTIONS Oct 16 Oct 18
GFE:	 August	 '77 Oct 16
•	 Landsbt Scene Tapes
GEOMETRIC CORRECTIONS Oct 19 Nov 16
^. CONTROL PUI141 SELECTION & GEOMETRIC MODEL PREP Oct 23 Nov 8	 t^y.
GFE:	 Topo & Highway Maps Ort 23 E'
(Admiii.	 Boundaries)'
i
DIGITIZING Oct 30 Nov 16
GFE:	 LSP	 '78 Nov 9
Transect Maps
INITIAL	 (ISA)	 CLASSIFICATIO.J Nov 17 Deg 12
GFE:	 All	 1 18 LSP & Annotated Photos Nov 21
BLM Personnel
FINAL SCENE CLASSIFICATION Dec 13 Jan 10,	 '79
INITIAL CLASS DESCRIPTIONS Dec 13 Jan 25
GFE:	 PI	 Data from	 '78 Photography ;e.c 13
STRATIFICATION Jan 11 Jan 25
k
LSP ALLOCATION (UCE) Jan 26 tear 9
LSP SELECTION Mar 12 Mar 22
LSP COLLECTION May 1* June 30
June 1**
.-GFE:	 Slides	 June 1*/Jul 1**
r
ACREAGE ESTIMATES Mar 23 Dec 31
GROUND ALLOCATION & SELECTION Jun 1 July 15	 1
Jun 11*
'	 GFE:	 Prints Jul ll**
Desert/Range
** Woodland/Forest
2-9
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Task
GROUND DATA COLLECTION
Training (CLM Personnel)
PHOTO I11TEP.PRETAT I ON
DATA ENTRY
DATA SCREENING
DATA ANALYSIS
ORIGINAL PAGE Is
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	 Jun
Jun 1
Jun
Aug
Oct
IJov
•	 Finish
11	 Oct 5
i• 15
18	 Oct 5
31	 Oct 17
18	 Oct 30
1	 Dec 31
Ir
Review	 January 8, 1979	 at ESL
June 11, 1979	 at St. George
September 17, 1979 at St. George
November 12, 1979
	
at ESL
Training Course	 May 21-25, 1979 at St.	 George	 - Field Training
Nov. 12-16, 1979 at ESL	 Data Analysis
Phase	 II	 Review	 Dec. 11-13, 1978 at JSC, Houston
2-10
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8I-MONTHLY REPORT DISCUSSION	 OF POOR QUALITY
I	 I. LANDSAT PROCESSING	 Z :omplets	 2 Resources Used r
Subtopics - Preprocessing; Stratification; Digitizing;
'	 Classified training; Classification; Area
determination
► .	 II. MULT13TAGE PROCESSING 	 2 Complete	 2 Resources Used
Subtopics - LSP sample allocation/selection; Ground
sample allocation/selection
III. DATA COLLECTION	 2 Complete	 I Resources Used
Subtopics - Ground data collection; LSP interpretation
IV. PRODUCTIVITY ESTIMATION	 I Complete	 X Resources Used
Subtopics - Rangeland strata parameter estimates and
accuracies; Forest/woodland stand parameter
estimates and accuracies
V. OUTPUT PRODUCTS	 I Complete	 I Resources Used
Subtopics - Landsat hard copies; Tabular output; Rangeland
forage production estimates; Forest/woodland
production estimates; Final report
VI. TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER	 I Complete	 X Resources Used
VII. MANAGEMENT b SUPPORT	 X Complete	 X Resources Used
Subtopics - Reports; Phase II reviews
•
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	3.	 SEMINARS/"HANDS-ON" INSTRUCTION.
.There were two training courses given to BLM- Arizona
personnel during Phase II: Multistage Sampling -Field Workshop
and the Data Analysis Workshop.
	
3.1	 Multistage Sampling-Field Workshop, May 21-25, 1979.
This week long workshop/seminar covered the sample
allocation, data collection and data analysis procedures used
on the project. Participants in the course stated afterwards
that the objectives were, in general, satisfied. The most
frequent comment, however, was that of having a much Treater
appreciation for the complexity of resource inventory programs
such as Phase II.
	
3.2	 Data Analysis Workshop, November 13 . 16, 1979.
The objective of this course was to familiarize program
participants with the procedures and techniques to be followed
in reducing the data collected during Phase II to produce the
vegetation map and the productivity estimates. The most
significant result of the course was the grouping of the 117
Landsat spectral classes into 14 Arizona vegetation framework
Level III categories performed by the attending BLM-Arizona
personnel.
3-1
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NASA/BLM APT TRAINING COURSE - ARIZONA
•MULTISTAGE'SAMPLING - FIELD WORKSHOP
1
F
r
f
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The week long workshop/seminar will cover the sample allocation,
data collection and data analysis procedures being used on the project.
The objectives of the session are:
(1) the development of a thorough, practical understanding
of sample allocation procedures used on the project and
the justification for the procedures
(2) to introduce and develop, from a practical standpoint,
the statistical procedures and estimators being used on
the project
(3) to further develop understanding of the optimization
procedures being used with an emphasis on the factors that
must be considered when designing an inventory and
mapping project
(4) to further the understanding of the data sources being used
on the project, including: a) the information extraction
procedures, b) relative level of arzuracy and precision
of each data source, c) relative cost of acquisition and
data extraction for each source, and d) the risk associated
with the use of data from each source
(5) to prepare the attendees for the data analysis workshop
to be held at ESL in October 1979.
To further develop the understanding of the data types being used
in the project, the aerial photography, ground data and Landsat data from
the project-will be used to demonstrate the concepts essential to the
inventory and mapping project. This will include the attendees actuallyJ.
3-2
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completing photo interpretation of the aerial photography, the collection
fof supporting ground data, the analysis of the data collected, the
presentation=of the results in a graphical format, and the interpretation
of the meaning and importance of the results. During the week there will
be 11 major sections covered:
(1) the review of the project status and work to be completed
by the BLM, NASA, and ESL
(2) the review of the sampling, statistical and remote sensing
terms and concepts that relate to the resource inventory
and remote sensing project
(3) the development of a set of project objectives and the
selection of statistical confidence statements that will
meet the objectives of a project
(4) the development of categories from Landsat, aerial photo-
graphy and ground, and the analysis of the relationship
of the categories developed (contingency analysis)
(5) the use of Landsat, terrain data and aerial photography to
stratify an area, the objectives, uses and advantages of
stratification and the associated numerical analysis
(6) the application of multiphase sampling (double sampling),
its uses, limitations, assumptions and numerical analysis in
resource inventories
(7) multistage sampling (cluster sampling), its uses, limitations,
assumptions and numerical analysis in resource inventory
(8)ie optimization of data collection and analysis with
emphasis on what to collect, how much of it to collect and
where to collect it (get the most for the dollar, or getting
what you want for the least dollars)
3-3
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(9) the sample allocation procedures used on the project and
the results of that allocation
(10) the application of the field data collection procedures
being used on the project
(11) review, wrap-up and preview.
In addition to the above sessions, the personnel presenting the material
will be available in the evening to assist those who are interested in more
thoroughly developing the material covered during the day and to complete
work begun during the day in photo interpretation and data analysis.
In preparation for the week, each attendee should thoroughly read
and understand the reference material provided in the package, paying
particular attention to the following:
The Mean and What It Means (1, F. Freese, Elementary Statistical
Methods for Foresters, p. 3), Standard Deviation (1, p. 4).
Coefficient of Variation (1, p. 5) Confidence Statements (1,
p. 11), (2, pp. 1-4), (3, pp. 1-3), Correlation Coefficients
(1, P. 7), Sample Size Calculations (1 9 p. 12), (2, pp. 1-4),
"T" Level of Confidence (2, pp. 1-4).
These items will be used liberally during the week from a practical stand-
point rather than a theoretical one. Therefore it is not necessary to
understand the mathematical statisiuics associated wit`! the terms, but rather
to develop an intuitive feel for the meaning of the terms. Each attendee
should bring the following items:
a
f
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(1) clipboard
(2) pocket stereoscope
(3) an:engineer's scale (6")
(4) 10 sheets of 1/10th ruled graph paper
(5) magnifying loupe
(6) calculator (simple one will do; statistical one Mould be better)
kk
a
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Session 1 - Review of Project Status and Mork to be Completed.f
'ESL will present: (1) the digital processing completed to date,
(2) soWle allocation completed, (3) photo acquisition, (4) ground data
collection, (5) photo interpretation, (6) statistical analysis, (7) output
products, and (8) final report.
NASA will present current status of the earth resources
program, the ASVT program, and future spacecraft capabilities.
BLM will present the status of their program, their computer
system acquisition in Denver and current projects.
c
s
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F	 Session 2 - Review of Statistical and Sampline TermimoloaY.
Objective.
The objective of this session will be to review the terminology
essential to the completion of the remote sensing based inventory demon-
stration project and to establish basis for the material that follows in
the remainder of the course.
Elements.
(a) Statistical terms:
o	 mean
o	 standard deviation
o	 coefficient of variation
1)	 standard error of the estimate
o	 confidence bcuads
IL
	
o	 analysis of variance
o	 regression analysis
o	 contingency analysis
o	 correlation coefficient
(b) Sampling terms
o	 simple random sampling
o	 systematic sampling
o	 multistage samplinq (cluster sampling)
o	 multiphase sampling (double sampling)
o	 sampling proportional to size
n	 sample size calculation
s
.4
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This will not be a theoretical development. Instead, it will
be based on practical examples from this or related projects. The attendees
will be expected to participate in this and the following se:,sions in a
seminar fashion. by bringing their backgrounds and experience to bear on the
subjects at hand. The discussions will emphasize the advantages,
assumptions, and limitations of the statistical, sampling and remote
sensing material fr ,xm a pragmatic viewpoint. An evening session is planned
to provide additional time and interface with the instructors to assist those
who feel weak on particular sampling, estimation and remote sensing points.
k
a
i
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Session 3 - Developino Inventory i Mapping Objectives. Data Requirements
and Confidence StattE!nts ..
Objectives.
This session will be a review of the elements of planning a
resource inventory and mapping projec`.
i
Elements.
(a) Project planning outline
(b) Levels of precision and accuracy defined
(c) Confidence statements appropriate to the project objectives
(d) Effects of confidence statements on cost
Schedule.
(a) Introduction of tcrminology and concepts
(b) Critical review by attendees of BLM's Resource Inventory Note
No. 9, "Some Basic Considerations When Sampling Small Woodlands."
by B. S. Ashley
(c) Attendees do precision and confi l one statements for each level
of inventory required by the B y au
(d) A review of the effects of the c ►fidence statements on the
budget required.
a
i	 4.
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	 Remarks.
L
The attendees should thoroughly review Resource Inventory Notes
BLM No. 9. "Some Basic Considerations When Sampling Small Woodlands"
prior to the session. The ideas of confidence bounds and probability
statements in the Resource Inventory Note should be put in context to the
attendee's particular inventory and mapping problem prior to the session
to allow their full participation in the seminar.
c
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Session 4 - Development of Categories and the Analysis of Categorized
Information From More Than One Source.
Ob ective ;
Introduction of the students to the concept of nonmeasurable
attributes (categories), and the analysis of the relationship between
attributes that have been put into categories, and the application and
^.	 interpretation of the resulting analysis.
Elements_
(a) Introduction of the objectives of the analysis of categorized
data (contingency analysis)
(b) Definition of categories (classifications)
(c) Contingency tables (what the numbers mean)
(d) likelihood values
Schedule.
(a) Instructor's introduction of the concepts and terms
(b) Review of the classification framework in terms of categories
associated with the project
(c) The attendees using large scale aerial photography and a
verbal key to place points into categories from the classifi-
cation framework
.
(d) the analysis of the data from the attendees' interpretation
..
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l	 (e) The meaning of contingency analysis to the ASVT project
Equipment Required.
(a) large scale aerial photos (provided)
(b) stereoscope
(c) verbal photo interpretation key and color chip
(d) data sheet (provided)
(e) calculator
(f) a true identification of the cover types at each point on the ground
k
s
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Session 5 - Stratified Sampling and Estimation.
Ob ective.
Develop the concepts of stratified sampling and estimation and
develop an understanding of the objectives, applications, advantages,
assumptions and limitations of stratified sampling. Bring the use of
Landsat, aerial photos and ground data into the context of stratified
sampling.
Elements.
(a) Objectives of stratified sampling
(b) Terminology and notation associated with stratified sampling
(c) Analysis of variance procedures (ANOVA)
%.
	 (d) Selecting stratification criteria
(e) Sample size and allocation optimization
Schedule.
(a) Introduction to the stratification process
(b) Attendees to use 1:30,000 photography to stratify an area
of the project
(c) Place known plots into strata based on the attendees' inter-
pretation of the 1:30,000 photography
s.
(d) Numerical analysis of the plot data
3-13
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
Ir	 (e) Interpretation of the significance of the results of the
stratificatio)n
dr
(f) Application cf stratified sampling to the project (high
altitude photo. Landsat, conventional photography and
large scale photography)
Equipment.
1:30.000 stereo pair of the area to be stratified
stereoscope
overlay showing location of sample points
raw data from the sample points
summary data sheet
calculator.
s
Session 6 - Multiphase Sampling (Double Sampling).
ObJective.
Development of a working know. ige of the basic applications of
multiphase sampling, its advantages and disadvantages. Introduce the
associated terminology and assumptions for multiphase sampling.
rents.
The objectives of multiphase sampling
Basic terminology for multiphase sampling
Regression and ratio estimators
Scatter diagrams
Distribution of error
Parameters (SSR, SSE, R2 , A, B, and E)
(g) Sample size estimation
(h) Bias associated with ratio estimation
(i) Sample selection
(j) Quality control in multiphase sampling.
Ele
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
.r
s
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rSchedule.
(a) Introduction to basic concepts
(b) Example of the application through the use of double sampling
with large scale photography
(c) Analysis of the relationship between photo and ground
measurements from the photo interpretation completed in the
workshop
(d) Significance of the results
(e) Applicability to this project.
Equipment.
(a) large scale aerial photos of the plots to be interpreted
(b) Data sheet
(c) Pocket stereoscope
(d) Calculator
(e) Graph paper.
s
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aSession 7 - Multistage Sampling (Plot Size 3 Cluster Size Determination).
ObJective.
Further the development of the concepts of sampling error and
measurement error through large scale photo interpretation. The development
of multistage sampling concepts including cluster size determination and
travel cost estimation.
i
Elements.
(a) Measurement error
(b) Sampling error
(c) Plot size
(d) Replacing plot size with increased number of plots
(e) Autocorrelation concepts
(f) Tradeoffs of measurement cost versus travel cost.
3-17
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r
(a)* 1 troduction of concepts and objective of multisti
sampling
(b) Photo interpretation at varying plot sizes
(c) Numerical analysis of results
(d) Plotting of results
(e) Development of relationship to project
Equipment.
(a) Large scale aerial photos
(b) Stereoscope
(c) Data sheet
(d) Graph paper
(e) Calculator.
3-18.
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(k) Expansion paths
a
t,
Session 8 - Optimization of Inventory and Mapping.
Objective.
Develop a basic understanding of sample optimization procedures
relevant to the remote sensing project for rangeland, woodland, and
forest.
Elements.
(a) Plot size
(b) Number of plots per cluster
(c) Number of clusters per strata
(d) Travel cost
(e) Measurement cost
(f) StratificaLicr, cost
(g) Correlation coefficients
(h) Autocorrelation
(i) Isoproduction functions
W Isocost functions
3-19
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Schedule.. 
(a) '00ectives of optimizatic
(b) Terminology
(c) Basis: optimization model
(d) Review of data from prole
(e) Sample allocation optimi2
Equipment.
(a) Graph paper
(b) Calculator.
i
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Session 9 - Project Sample Allocation Procedures and Results.
Objecttves.
To thoroughly review the sample allocation procedure used on
the project, the specific parameters used and assumptions considered.
Elements.
I.	 (a) Review of the planning model procedure
(b) Review of the facts pertinent to this sample optimization
(c) Review of plot size and measurement procedures from previous
sessions of the seminar
(d) Review the results of the allocation for this project
(e) Review of expected results, given the sample optimization used
Schedule.
(a) Review of the elements
(b) Actual planning model runs
Remarks.
Facts to be presented include:
(,) Cost of each element
(b) Probability levels and allowable errors used or expected
3-21
r(c) Parameters to be estimated In the project
(d) Correlation of coefficients used
tc
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Session 10 - Review and pemonstration of Field Procedures.
OBJECTIVES
Review and discussion of use of ground data within project.
ELEMENTS
(a) Comparison with SUM methodology
(b) Range-related ground data collection procedures
.	 (c) Woodland-related ground data collection procedures
i
(d) Forest-related ground data collection procedures
(e) Practical experience in using large-scale aerial photography (LSP)
to navigate to and locate plot on ground
(f) Actual collection of ground parameters for analysis
SCHEDULE
(a) Discussion of ground data collection procedures with respect to project
(b) Field trip for LSP navigation and ground data collection demonstration
E UIPME14T
(a) Cupboard
(b) Pocket stereoscope
(c) Field data forms (to be provided)
a
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Session 11 - Review and Wrap-Up.
Ob ettives_
(a) Review and answer outstanding questions
(b) Preview remainder of project
(c) Preview next training session and assign a study to be
completed prior to that session
e ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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SIGN-UP LIST
r NASA/BLM ASVT Training Course
May 21-25
ir
c
1. George Ramey
2. John R. Morgart
3. Ralph (Cub) Wolfe)
4. L. D. Walker
5. Dwayne Sykes
6. *Ken C. Moore
7. Robt. (Bob) Davis
8. Thomas R. Costello
9. Paul Cuplin
10. Ed Work
11. Lori« Schwartz
12. Ken Hancock
13. Jim Nichols
14. Mike Gialdini
Range Conservationist
to	 of
It	 of
of	 Is
Vildlife Biologist
Area Mgr., Shivwits
Forester
It
Fisheries Biologist
Physical Scientist
it	 of
NASA Technical Monitor
Res. Inven. Service
Proj. Mgr., ESL
Arizona State Off.
Arizona Strip Dist.
of	 of
It	 it
of	 to
of	 to
to	 It
DSC - D-234
D-234
D-440
D-440
JSC - Houston, Tx.
San Jose, Ca.
Sunnyvale, Ca.
*Ken Moore attended only part-time.
s
Ariz. Dist. Office (Main) 6733545
`	 Ariz. Dist. (Areas)
	 628-1691 (Your Seasons)
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'DATA ANALYSIS WORKSHOP
13-16 November 1979
Tuesday, 13 November
1. Photo Interpretation Review
Procedures used in photo interpretation
Attributes being measured/estimated
Relate these attributes to those measured
on the ground.
2. Stat Review
Review basic statistical terminology and concepts:
- Mean
- Standard deviation
- Coefficient of variation
- Standard error of the estimate
- Confidence bounds
- Analysis of variance
- Regression analysis
- Contingency analysis
- Correlation coefficient
- Simple random sampling
- Systematic sampling
- Multistage sampling
- Multiphase sampling
- Sampling proportional to size
Present the basic framework for connecting these
concepts into an estimator.
3-26
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Wednesday, 14 November
3. Present the use of ANOVA and contingency analysis
'for generating class descriptions.
Sources of data:
`	 Photo L iterpretation
`	 DTD
•	 Landsat classification
Verification procedure
4. Hands on experience working with the data
Percent cover estimates -► class description
menu
DTD - Landsat classification contingency table
DTD menu
Review of actual class description results ( % cover)
Evaluation of preliminary aggregations of cam**^^^*ter
classes and generation of new aggregations
necessary) based on class description result
the use of the IDIMS color display (Part 1
3-27
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Thursday, 15 November
69 Present the use of photo/ground regression in the
vstiration procedure.
70 Review the impact of the-correlation coefficient on
sample size (using actual data if available) required
to reach desired accuracy.
S. Evaluation of preliminar y aggregations (Part 2 -
•	 woodland and forest)
E A
A
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^-	 Friday, 16 November
9. ,Estimation procedures for range resources
Review range production estimators
Intuitive explanation of the production
estimation
Review the quantities to be estimated and
accuracy "specifications"
lei. Estimation procedures for forest and woodland
resources
Review forest and woodland production estimators
11. Wrap-up and review
Need to have color selection and names for
each class 4-0 be displayed on the final cutrut
products
V
F.
4.	 PROJECT STATUS REVIEWS.
The objectives of these periodic reviews were to present
Ir
progress to date on the Phase II effort and identify and resolve
any problems noted or anticipated. The four in -progress reviews
k
	
	 were held in January, June, September, and November, 1979. These
reviews were considered extremely valuable in maintaining
involvement in the project by all BLM, NASA and contractor
participants. Coupled with the training course, the reviews
provided an excellent means of exchanging information on the
project: its objectives, the procedures, the problems encountered
and their solutions and the results.
A final project review was held on 29-30 May 1980 to
present the accomplishments and results of Phase II to a larger
audience than that addressed at the status reviews. In the
words of the NASA Project Manager for this APT, "Overall, I
considered the Phase II Final Review as a successful culmination
of a very rewarding and productive project. The success can be
directly attributed to the cooperation and determination of the
people involved from both BLM and the contractor."
i	
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e^nnh .-Hancock
SUOJ:	 Phase Two Proj ect Status Review No. 1
DATE:	 January 8, 1979
LOCATION:	 ESL Incorporated, California
ATTENDEES:	 R. Marker, BLM/DSC
	
G. Nixon, MSA/JSC
W. Bonner, BLM/DSC
	 K. Hancock, NASA/JSC
M. Garratt, 8LM/DSC
	
S. Howley, ESL
D. Sykes, BVI/ASD	 G. Gnauck, ESL
R. Davis, BLM/ASD	 B. Fine, ESL
C. Wolf, BLM/ASD
	 J. Nichols, ESL consultant
R. Thomas, UCB
DISCUSSION:
The status was repoted by B. Fine following the enclosed agendi. and the
format of the Bimonthly Report.
I.	 Landsat Processing
•	 Radiometric Corrections - complete
•	 Debanding	 - complete	 ►
•	 Control point; 90 C.P. selected and transformation complete
•. Digitizing	 - 80% complete
•	 Classification and training -
First classification
	 completed December 1 using 1978 LSP (120
flight lines).	 These flights did not include Ponderosa Pine and
Agriculture but training was included for these classes.
	
Pre-
liminary names were assigned to the 92 clusters from 4 IMU's.
Entire scene classified December 18 using 73 classes,.
£RCOST
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• Digital Terrain Data - data being unpacked considering using
bilinear method; however, Jim Nichols suggested nearest
neighbor because of nature of data and cost. It. was stated
that EDC used cubic convolution. 	 '
ACTION No. 1: ESL decision on method to be used for unpacking digital
terrain data.
II b III. Multistage Processing
• ESL will be discussing with UCB the need to run the Planning Model,
techniques, inputs and outputs to model prior to forwarding the
LSP data for input to the Planning Model.
• PI of 1978 LSP - this was to be completed hit the BLM contractor in
December 1978; owever, the date has slippe! to January 19, 1979.
The effect of ttis is that any slack in the follow-on tasks has
been eliminated and there is no more room for slips or remarks.
This delays the ESL due date of digitized data to UCB from
January 26 to mid-February.
• LSP for 1979 .
BLM specifications complete; RFP to be issued by mid-February;
award April 1; collection to begin May 1 in low desert and range
areas; low desert and range plotted and delivered by June 1;
forest plotted and delivered by June 15.
ESL will select flight lines by mid-March and deliver maps for
contractor by May 1.
• Jim Nichols explained his recommended methodology for determining
fore , f
 and woodland production using line length and trees inter-
sect	 instead of total area count of trees. He thinks the UCB
Plan	 g Model can give the line lengths for the different forest
and ; dland cover classes.
• *ESL wii have Range Resources Inc. under contract by February 15
to the field data collection.
4-3
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IV. Technology T-linsfer.
• The Peer Review was cancelled by Ken Hancock.
Plans are to plan for a management review for the Fall 1979
K
	
	
and include the Phase I field work and evaluation being done
by BLM/Alaska.
ACTION NO. 2: BLM/DSC and NASA/JSC will look into having management
meeting around October time frame.
ACTION NO. 3: ESL will have May 21-25 Training Session Agenda to NASA
and BLM by May 7.
ACTION NO. 4: NASA/JSC will get list of attendees to ESL by April 23.
VII. Management and Support
ACTION NO. 5: ESL will have Final Report outline and draft of Section 1,
Landsat Data Processing, to NASA/JSC by February 28.
The next Section, Allocation should be in draft July -
August period.
ACTION NO. 6: NASA/JSC and ESL will establish dates for draft of each
Section of Final Report and rates to be reviewed and
returned to FSL by March 30.
• The initial Bimonthly Report has been drafted and should be
mailed shortly.
COMMENT: The status report presented by ESL was very satisfactory. The
progress was fairly readily tracked by using the flow charts
that were drafted from the ESL chart presented at the Planning
•	 Session.
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Agenda for Mliltistage Samplinq Phase II
	
•	 Contract Review - January B, 1979
Progress reports and discussions of scheduling problems for the fallowing
f	 topics:
I. Landsat Processing
1. Preprocessing
2. Stratification
3. Digitizing
4. Signature derivation
5. Classification
IT. Mult{5tx ^P Prnrpesinn
1. Effect of delay of PI of '7E LSP by Virtual Image
2. BLM Contract schedule for collection of '79 LSP
3. BLM LSP specifications
4. LSP flight line allocation schedule
5. BLM purchase order for prints of LSP
III. Multistage Processing
1. LSP flight line allocation
2. LSP specifications and collection
IV. Technology Transfer
1. Cancellation of Peer Group Review
2. Plans for May 21 - 25, 1979 training
V. Final Report
1. Draft outline
ir
i
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Location:	 St teorge, Utah
Attendees:	 Ed Work, BLM/DSC
	 Mike Gialdini, ESL
Ken Moore, BLM/Arizona
	 Joel Dye, ESL
Dwyane Sykes, BLM/Arizona
	 Len Zuras, ESL
Cub Wolfe, BLM/Arizona
	 Randy Thomas, UCB
John Morgart, BLM/Arizona
	 Ken Hancock, JSC
Discussion:
Ed Work gave a brief resume of the status of the Idaho Test Site Project.
	 There
have been 350 flight line allocated with 10 plots per flight line.
	
The flight lines
are two kilometers in length and require three wide angle photos per stereo pair.
	 The
photography and P. I.
	 work is contracted out to Jim Nichols, Resource Inventory System
The photography is now being flown and the P. I. is schedule to be completed by Novem-
ber 1979.
	 Ground data collection begins in July with two persons from BLM/DSC and four
from BLM/Idaho.
	 The digital classification is to be done by EROS Data Center.
The project status report was reported by ESL and their subcontractor, UCB, fpl-
lowing the enclosed agenda (Enclosure 1).
1.	 Landsat Data Processing Results (Enclosure 2).
*	 Classification and Class Descri tions - Spectral classes determined through
clustering of
	 our ISA ( nnttensivet^udy Areas), 512 x 512 in size, resulting in an
initial 83 clusters.
	 As a result of assigning these clusters to 26 summary categories,
confusion was noted in high and low desert.
	 BLM/Arizona provided ESL an elevation
strata mask for the two desert categories on a 1:250,000 topo map.
	 Using the elevation
data for reassignment of spectral classes where "confusion" existed resulted in 117
clusters and 27 summary categories.
	 Although the results are tentative, this demon-
strates the possible value of using elevation as a means of elimination spectral con-
fusion.
*	 Digitizing - GCP`s (Ground Control Points) have been digitized as well as all
.administration boundaries.
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• Di g ital Terrain Data - ESL encountered problems with mosaicing the 1 0 blocks
of elevation data from t- e-UMA digital tapes. As much as 600' difference in eleva-
tio n was encountered in the overlap aria of the 1 0 blocks. Because of this the task
of determining elevation, slope and aspect of each pixels has been delayed until more
information can be found out about the DMA tapes.
2. Sample Allocation (Enclosure 3) - Randy Thomas briefed the UCB planning Model
for sample allocation and the results obtained for the Arizona Test Site following
the enclosed outline.
3. Sample Selection Results (Enclosure 4) - Joel Dye briefed the ESL procedures
for selection of samples, i.e., flight lines. The results are enclosed showing both
the Planning Model results and the ESL results. Note that the Planning Model called
for only 114 flight lines (PSU's) whereas the ESL results show 200. -The 200 flight
lines are based on the maiimuni afforded by the BLM budget and the total that will be
flown.
Action Items
1. A discrepancy, or difference in the method used, arose from discussion on
flight line (PSU) selection. The UCB allocation of flight lines was based on plu-
rality of pixels of a given cover type in a PSU, i.e., a PSU had to contain more pixels
of a given cover type than the other cover types to be considered for allocation.
The ESL method of PSU selection was based on the total number of pixels in the pro-
ject area, i.e., all pixels of a given cover type were numbered 'From one to the total
on pixels in the class and then a random number generator was used for selection of
flight lines-- thus all pixels of a given cover type had an equal probability of sel-
ection. Considerable discussion followed. Since the total number of flights lines
to be flown is 200 whereas the Planning Model gave a requirement of 114, the effects
of the selection criteria should have little or no effect on this project; however,
if additional flight lines had not been planned for the Arizona project there could
have been a possible problem.
ESL and UCB took the action to discuss this subject and forward their
evaluation to JSC by July 16, 1979. This task is not to entail a detail study .'I
2. ESL delivered a draft of section 2.1.4 Class Dc;cription of the Final Report
and a revised copy of the report Outline incorporating the changes recommended by JSC,
and BLM. The review by BLM is to be completed by June 30 along with the other section
delivered by ESL on May 11, 1979.
3. Copies of
(Enclosure 5). ESL
,o accommodate the
'orms to JSC after
the BLM SVIM (Soil Vegetation Inventory Method) forms are enclosed
plans to modify these forms as necessary, with the consent of BLM,
ground data collection. ESL will forward copies of the modified
necessary changes have been agreed to by BLM.
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NASA/BLM APT
PHASE II
PROJECT STATUS REVIEW
11 JUNE 1979
f
LANDSAT DATA PROCESSING RESULTS
SAMPLE ALLOCATIONS - SURVEY
PLANNING MODEL RESULTS
SAMPLE SELECTION RESULTS
CURRENT OPERATIONS, SESSION
WRAP-UP
M. GIALDINIo ESL
R. THOMAS, U.C.B
J. DYE, ESL
P1. GIALDINI, ESL
NOTE: GENERAL DISCUSSION OF KEY ISSUES IS WELCOME
ANY TIME DURING THE SESSION.
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LANDSAT PROCESSING RESULTS
o	 CLASSIFICATION
o	 CLASS DESCRIPTIONS
o	 DIGITIZING
o	 DIGITAL TERRAIN DATA
4-9
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Ir0
	 INITIAL RAW CLASSES
0	 INITIAL SUMMARY CLASSES
0	 FINAL RAW CLASSES
0	 FINAL SUMMARY CLASSES
0	 1978 LSP PHOTO INTERPRETATION
0	 ANOVA ON PI RESULTS BY SUMMARY CLASS
0	 CONTROL POINT NETWORK AND EVALUATION
0	 TRANSFORMATIONS
0	 ELEMENTS DIGITIZED
DIGITAL TERRAIN DATA
0	 EVALUATION OF A (JOINING 1 0 BLOCKS
0	 INTENDED USE or DATA
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0	 PROCEDURES FOR SELECTION
PROBABILITY P ROPORTIONAL TO AREA -
WOODLAND
EQUAL PROBABILITY - RANGE AND
FOREST
0	 PLOTTING PSU'S TO MAPS
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RECORD TYPE ......... 111	 V 1
FORMAT CUM ......... (2)	 0
LA ADMIN UNIT (ST/DI/RA/PU). (3)
Allaymw . 6 0 0 0 0 4 4.. 111
PASTURE 0. 0 foe 1 6 4 0. (D) 1_1-1
SITE IRIMP AREA (SO) 4 . 1 (4)
^^^^	
TRAtNSECT mm....... 17) 1_1_1
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DATE IYYM10Dl . . . . 0 1 .. 191
i	 1	 1-1	 ACTION CODE (AID) ... 4..110) 1-1
1131 f	 (11)	 1 (15)	 1 1 (161GROUND COVER DATA I	 1 PLANT	 LIST	 1	 SOIL FACTOR ITEMS 1
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•f
NON-PERSISTW LITTER 1 ......_i ! !	 l	 ii	 SURFACE ROCK	 ....1,i
1
t GRAVEL On - 39 1 .. 1 i—. _
	 PEDESTALLING	 ...._ !
MILE t3' - IV) .. I 4	 ! ! _ i _._. i FLOW PATTERrlS ....1 _0000._ 9
1 STONE t > 10 8 )	 ... 1	 = _ 
	 RILLS . . 09 . . .
WEZ>itOCK 0000... GULLIES ....... t ;
(17) SOIL SURFACE FACTOR TOTAL .l_._.._ _
t181 { 119) 1 118) 1 (19)	 i
LEVEL OF TRANSECT HIT I HITS ! i.EYEl. OF TRMCT HIT I HITS I
f WEAL I CANOPY 1 S CANOPY 2 1 CAOM 3 1	 OUT COUNT ; I BASAL	 f CANOPY 1 I CA"2 1 CANOPY 3 1 DOT COUNT t I
1	 ,t
I
t
1 { { =	 fI{f	 t{ !	
_	 1-11
i	 i i
1
{ ! t i	 1 1 I	 1 {
i
i {
s 1 { s : : {	 1 s	 1^ : {
T 1	 `1 : t i	 i t	 t t	 : { i
{ _
I
:	 :
1
s : s I :	 {	 t = i ^
f{ i t { f	 i	 i	 { { {
i	 i t a { t I	 1	 I	 { 1 {
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WC INTWK FM 1731-1 (CWRIMm1
1181	 1 091 C
LMOFTRANSECTHIT	 I HITS I	 GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS	 FOR	 V1I	 MASH ! CANOPY 1 tCAtM 2 1 CAtd>P1I 3 1 	 DDT COWT 1 t
1 ! ¢ `	 (1) OE 3529 RE13S(D TYPE - Preprinted on ion.
. f -•^--- 1 !"---^i— -i	 (2) OE 3579i^i-^ FORMAT CODE - Preprinted on fora.(3) DE 0003 LN ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT - Elite? 	 Administrative i
t t	 i	 1	 t	 t	 t State	 Codt(al phal	 and	 the Oistrict. Resource !
---•---i =---_--'--e--^_^= Area ad Planning Unit nuabers.
(4) DE 0968 ALLQM.i - Enter desi gnated RMAS 4	 character t
1 number.!	 1	 (S) DE 3905 PAS1lSlE - Enter Future numbers blank if 	 Bonet ,B
(bust be unique aithin Ailotmentl.	 !
1 S f	 t	 1	 1	 1	 (61 OE 3507 SITE WRITUP NO - Enter S11A number.	 !
(7) DE 3548 TRANSECT - Enter Transect number.
^^! t	 b_^.i	 !—i (8) OE 3572 COWAR1S01( ND - If data	 is	 free	 Comparison i
't i	 1	 t	 1	 1 Aret enter "C"s otherwise leave blank.	 1
(9) BE 6618 DATE	 -	 Enter	 Date	 of	 data	 collection
i_t t	 !	 !	 t_t (Yr.Mo.Day).	 i
:	 t	 s	 s	 s	 !	 (t0)DE 7350 ACTION CODE - Enter •A• to Add nee dotal 00' to !
•j _	 _	 _	 =—j Delete existing data.
(HIDE 6575 RI:COR1kR - Enter Recorders initials.	 1
'1 1	 1	 t	 t	 t	 t	 11210E 5713 AERIAL MO	 -	 Enter	 Photo-ID	 or	 Pas, I
I^t i	 i	 i	 t`i Identifier.
t^_f !	 !	 i__!	 ! (13)DE 3526 GROW COVET! DATA - Record Oct Counts b y Dual i1 !	 i	 i	 t	 !	 t Categories.	 i
I ^--'- t	 11410E 3527 HITS - Record total number	 of	 hits	 for	 each =!	 l...^t
	 t	 !-1 basal	 category 	(use	 section	 to left for dot
'1 i	 i	 t	 1	 t	 t count	 tally).	 See	 WIN	 Wual	 1731. i
Illustration	 8,	 for	 diurwtic	 sketches of
step point data and recording Procedures.
	
When
{ 1	 t	 1	 f	 1	 1 a bit is duplicated on a transect it can be dot =
counted rather than making
 t nev entry .	 i
1^_,.t t	 !	 tit`-.! (I5)OE 2646 PLANT	 LIST	 -	 Record	 other	 Plant	 species =
1	 1	 i	 1	 t	 1 observed but not encountered on Pace transect.
	 to
• --"-^^---^'°t--^-=	 -^--^---_ (16)DE 4817 SOIL FACTOR ITEMS - Enter a value for each item
u determined for Site Uriteup 	Area.	 This	 is
't t	 1	 1	 i	 1	 1 the	 recorded	 rating 	from 	 rewired soil i
serface factor form. See 8.M Ranual 7322.118.
	 S
(17)DE 4818 SOIL SWAM FACTOR TOTAL - Record SW total.
1 1	 i	 1	 i	 t	 i This is an optional entry
 item.	 i
(19)DE 3526 LEVEL OF	 TRANSM HITS - Enter	 appropriate =
t_._! !	 !	 t^ !_..1 ground cover and/or Plant s ymbol encountered at
t =	 =	 S	 =	 =	 1
.
each	 level.	 See	 SVIR	 Manual	 1731	 for i
diuraaatic•information.	
{
11910E 3527 HITS - Record total number of Nits. Use
	
column t
t
1
to left for Dot Count tatty.
1^-t :	 1	 :	 t	 s s
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0011.VEOETATt01N It111ETNTOt11 IE110D	
to AOMIN UNIT (ST/01/RA/PU). (3)
ti
EASm . • • • .. • • . • • (S) 1_1_1
M E I O H T	 ESTIMATE	
SITE WRITELP AREA (SNA) ... (6)
A N 0	 1RNNSEC7 NLIt ....... 17)
VEGETATION CHARACTERIZATION	
DATE crnM l
 ........ (0)
ACTION COIF (A•O) ...... (9) 1_1
I F L O T	 S I Z E S= f^i taiS TO BE (LIPPED AND/OR QIARACTERIZED 	 I
I	 CLVI 1	 z 3	 4	 S 4 7 t 9	 10 1
I	 TREES % SHRUBS ( 10) 1_1 1/100 1_.1 1/200 I
 1	 2 3	 4	 S 4	 7	 0 9	 10 S
I	 ORASSES fr FORBS (111 1_S .96 	 1_I 1.92	 1_1 4.00 1:1 9.60 1_S 19.20 1_S 48.00 1_I OTIER__,_
	 I
	
Sr•tifr	 1
VE10NT
(13)	 t(
PLANT SYI3Q.
t	 i	 !
1-
I--I	 i -
`
t`_.. t	 i —
=^I	 i —
I,f	 1 —
^f
=t	 t	 1
ESTIMATE
	
DATA	 II VEGETATION	 CHARACTERIZATIONI
(15) 1101(17)	 !f	 (10)	 1191	 (20)	 (21)1	 S (22)	 (23) 10AVE AYE toESTIMATED WEIGHT IN GltAMS
	f f	 AVE AVE CR" AGE FOi!(;
	 ;NtlrSl'ER NOT a
RNEN UTIL; HTl	 HT2
	 HT3
	
HT4 SS HEIGHT DIAN. CLASS Q.ASS = DDT COUNT .CWZD 0WID =
It
;	 1S1	 tl	 1
1	 If	 1	 1	 f
f	 11	 i	 f	 1
1	 t	 1	 !
I	 ^	 s
s	 tt	 I	 s	 i
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t	 I i	 1	 f	 i
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i1 it	 I	 :	 t
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GENERAL INSfAUCTION8 FOR V2
11) DE 3529 RECORD TYPE - Preprinted on form. (17)OE 3332 GRAMS PER PLOT - Record 	 Wight	 in true	 Per
(2) DE Mn FORMAT COW- Pre printed on form. Plant	 species	 for	 each	 height	 category 	 as
(3) DE 0003 U ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT - Enter 	 Administrative follows:
Statt	 Coda(al pha)	 and	 tht District, Resource I411 - 0 to 3'
Area and Planning Unit numbers. H12 - 3 to 4 112'
(4) DE 0966 ALLOTMENT - Enter desi gnated RMAS	 4	 character NT3 - 4 112 to 7'
number. M4 - OMEA 7'
(5) DE 3905 PASTURE - Enter Pasture number, blank if 	 small A minimum of	 2	 plots	 Per	 transtct	 fill	 be
(must bt uni que within Allotment). clipped	 and wei ghed. Enter the Wi ght tstimate
(4) DE 3507 SITE W RITU^ AREA - Enter SNA number. for all	 Plots	 and	 enter	 and	 circle	 actual
(7) DE 35M TRANSECT - Enter Transect Rubber, clipped Wight on the cliPPod Flats.
(B) DE 6618 DATE	 -	 Enter	 Date	 of	 data	 collection (16)DE 3504 !EIGHT - Record	 average	 hei ght	 in	 feet	 and
(Yr,Mo,Day). tenths	 of feet for each species encountered in
(9) DE 7330 ACTION COOL - Enter 'A' to Add new datal •D' to Plot.
Delete existing data. (19)DE 3522 CROWN	 DINETER - Record	 the	 average	 crown
(10)DE 3514 TREES i SIM - Check plot size	 for	 trots	 & diameter	 in	 feet	 and tenths of feet for each
shrubs. species encountered in Plot.
(1I)DE 3310 GRASSES it FORDS - Check Fiat size for grasses 4 (20)DE 3502 AGE CLASS - For each Plant s pecies record	 each
forbs. NOTE:	 Circle	 Plots	 to	 be	 clipped	 L an	 class	 encountered	 on	 Plot. Use separate
characterized. lints for each age class. Codes are as follows:
'12)DE 3512 PLO? NO. - Enter Plot number from which 	 Wight S - Seedling
estimate	 and	 characterization	 data	 is being V - Young
collected. M- Mature
031M 2646 PLANT SYMBOL - Enter SGS standard Plant s ymbol. 0 - Decadent
114)DE 3830 AVAILABILITY - Enter	 average	 availability	by 0 - Old (trees only)
plant' species	 occuring	in	 the plot. Code as P - Poll (trots on1T)
follows: R - Resprout (shrubs only)
A - Available 100 Z See SVIM Manual 1731, Illustration	 99	 page	 2
P - Partiall y Available 75 Z for detailed explanation.
H - Half Available 50 Z (21)DE 3503 FORM CLASS - For each species record each	 form
L - Limited Availability 25 Z clue	 encountered	 on Plot. Use separate lines
U - Unavailable 0 Z for each form class. Codes are as follows:
115)DE 3712 PENOLOGY - Enter average	 Phonology	by	Plant I - Normal 6 Vigorous
species occurins in the Plot. Code as follows: 2 - Owing Center (trusts only)
1 - Beg in Growth 3 - Hollow Center (erases)
2 - Vegetative Stage 3 - Dead or dying (forbs, shrubs, trots)
3 - Boot Stage 4 - Clump Edge (trusts only)
4 - Peak Flowering S - Dead
S - Sold Ri pe (22)DE 3918 MMER CHARACTERIZED - Enter 	 total	 number	 of
6 - Nature Plants	 characterized. Characterize all grasses
7 - Dormant and forbs. and a minimum	 of	 five	 shrubs	 and
Q - Regrowth trots	 per	 species.	 The balance of the shrubs
(166M 3632 UnLIZATION - Enter 	 average	 utilization	 h arhl bets	 within	 the	 plot	 are	 counted	 and
Plant
	 species	 occuring 	 in	 the Plot. Code as recorded	 und,N	 item	 (23. Dot count column to
follows=	 - left	 mar	 M	 used	 to	 tall y	Plant	 species
0_0Z	 - ckaractoriztd.
i - 01 to 20 Z (;3)M 3331 MMER NOT CHARACTERIZED - Enter tM number	 of
2 - 21 to 40 Z shrubs and trots mot characterized in excess of
3 - 41 to 60 Z tM five characterized.
4-61 to00Z
s - a to 100 1
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DRYIOREEN YEIONT CONVERSION
FACTOR DATA
•i
^y^.	 ►ar•	 ._RECDAD YPE . . . . . . . . . (11 V 6
FORMAT CODE s s •... sees 121 0
U ADMIN UNIT WDIMMU). (3)
	
IF
DATE (YYMMDI)I ........ 141
ACTION COM IAsO) ...... 15) 1.1
161	 1	 17)	 1	 (S)	 1 (1)	 1	 (10)	 S	 (11)	 1	 112)	 !	 113)	 S 114)	 S
f	 1	 1 2 AIR I	 1	 0 R A S S E S	 i FM.''M#'U ,TrM I ALL	 i 9fJM i
!	 I	 I DRY II M& DIMENSIONS	 i " DIME FINS I SPECIES ',AV L°.ADE3Ri
W SYM9ol SRETNaODYIGM )EIGHT! WEIGHT I DRY WEIGHT 1 MINIMUM	 NUIRJM I LE)rG A	 WIDTH I AVE. HT. I LEMTN S
!	 f	 t	 t	 1	 1	 1	 t	 f
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GENERAL 1.1170UCI10NI FOR V6
M DE 3529 RECM WE - ha►rinted on fern.
(2) M W9 MOT CODE - Preprinted so fora.
(3) DE 0003 " ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT - Enter 	 Administrative
Efate	 Code(al pM)	 and	 the District. Resource
Area and Flannint Unit numbers.
(41 DE 661►. DATE	 -	 Enter	 Date	 of	 ate	 collection
(rr.11o.cmr).
15) DE 7350 ACTION CODE - Enter •A• to Add new atal •D' to
Delete existing data.
44) DE 2646 FUMiT SM • Enter 9CS standard Plant sv*ol.
(7) DE 3712 PHNI	 19P - Enter standard Phenolow 	 by	Plant
species. Code as followsl
1 - begin 0rewth
2 - Vegetative Stage
3 - hot Pat
4 - Peak Flowerim
S • bed Ripe
6 • Mature
7 - Dormant
• - Regrowth
(1) DE 3911 GREEN NEIONT -	 Enter	 grams	 weighed	 at	 time
Plant clipped.
(1) DE 3516 % AIR DRY (EIGHT - Enter the 	 Percent	 air	 by
Wight is of green weight.
ONE 3942 DRY MONT - Enter air dry weight in	 gran	 of
clipped material.
11111E 3333 Wk DIMENSIONS - Enter	 basal	 dimensions	 in
fat and hundredths of feet for all grasses.
(12)DE 3534 CROW DIMSIONS - Enter 	 crown	 dimensions	 in
feet	 and	 tenths of feet for all ferbst shrubs
and trees.
WIDE 3304 NEIONT - Enter :tight in	 feet	 and	 toothy	of
feet for ead species.
(14)DE 7313 AVERAGE LEADER LENGTH - 	 Enter	 average	 leader
length	 in	 feet	 and	 tenths of feet for shrob
species.
M
^cc
cl
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^
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(1) PLOT TYPE
:Enter code as follows:
I - PJ plot
2 - Forest plot
(2) TREE NUMBER
Record tree number as indicated on photo
(3) STEM NUMBER
Record stem numbers consecutively from 3, to number
of stems (see 4)
(4) NO. OF STEMS
Record number of stems with DSH greater than or
equal to 3 inches (PJ), or a DBH greater than or
equal to 4 inches (Forest)
(5) SPECIES
Record species codes as follows:
1 - Pinyon pine
2 - Juniper
3 - Ponderosa pine
(6) DGH
Record diameter at ground height in inches (to
nearest tenth). PJ plots only.
(7) DSH
Recor' c ameter at stump height (12") in inches
(to r	 st tenth). PJ plots only.
(8) DBH
Rec	 iameter at breast height (4.5') in inches
(t	 est tenth). Forest plots only.
4-20
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(9 ) TOTAL HEIGHT
Measure and record total height to the nearest whole
Moot for growth sample trees ( the 23 foot height
class, for example, includes 23.0 up to but not
including 24.0 and is coded 023). Measure or
estimate and record for all other trees to the
nearest whole foot.
(10)MAJOR CROWN DIAMETER
Record major oTown diameter to the nearest foot
for the aggregate crown resulting from a multistemmed
tree or for the crown of a single stemmed tree.
Note: major and minor diameters are measured at
right angles to each other. PJ plots only.
(11) MINOR CROWN DIAMETER
Record minor crown diameter to the nearest foot for
the aggregate crown resulting from a multiatemmed
tree or for the crown of a single stemmed tree.
Note: major and minor diameters are measured at
right angles to each other. PJ plots only.
(12) AVERAGE CROWN DIAMETER
Estimated average crown diameter for each stem as
• deter, ied in 4 above. PJ plots only.
(13) AGE
Total a of those trees bored (growth sample trees).
(14) 10-YEAR RAD7	 GROWTH
Record a length of core for last 10 years growth
in inc	 (to nearest tenth).
4-21
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(15) OPEN/CLOSED CANOPY
Becord code as follows:
0 - open canopy
1 - closed or partially closed canopy
Forest plots only.
r
	 (16) DATE
Record year, month and day for the date of data
collection.
I
(17) ESTIMATOR
Record name of person doing height and crown
diameter estimates.
i (18) RECORDER
Record name of other (see 18 above) member of
ground crew.
(19) PSU NO.
Record the PSU and plot number as annotated on the
back of the LSP prints.
(20) MORTALITY TALLY
Record the number of mortality trees that intersect
'the plot transects that died within the last five
years.
4-22
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MEMORANOUM
 
	
Lyndon. Johnson Spno CGntw PJ/%SA-
;` of SF5/79-213	 ^AT`August 14, 1979 	
FBLM/DSC/Cd
i'Y?7KJHancock:cmg:8/14/79:4735
To t MEN IJ FOR RE1~ORD	 SF5/0. G. Smith
 Work
BLM/Arizona/Dwayne Sykes
ESL/Mike Gialdini
, port SF5/Kenneth J. Hancock, Technical Monitor
Contract NAS 9-15339	
^^GNATUQ[
Kenneth J. Hancock
SUBJ1 Phase II Project Status Review No. 2
LOCATION:	 St. George, Utah
ATTENDEES: Ed Work, BLM/DSC	 Mike Gialdini, ESL
Ken Moore, BLM/Arizona 	 Joel Dye, ESL
Dwayne Sykes, BLM/Arizona	 Len Iuras, FSL
Cub Wolfe, BLM/Arizona	 Randy Thomas, UCB
John Morgart, BLM/Arizona 	 Ken Hancock, JSC
DISCUSSION:
Ed Work gave a brief resume of the status of the Idaho Test Site Project. 	 There
have been 350 flight lines allocated with 10 plots per flight line. 	 The flight lines
are two kilometers in length and require three wide angle photos per stereo pair.	 The
photography and PI work is contracted out to Jim Nichols, Resource Inventory System.
The photography is now being flown and the PI is scheduled to be completed by
November 1979.	 Ground data collection begins in July with two persons from BLM!nSC
and four from BLM/Idaho.
	
The digital classification is to be done by EROS Data :enter.
The project status report was reported by ESL and their subcontractor, UCB,
following the enclosed agenda (enclosure 1).
1.	 Landsat Data Processing Results (enclosure 2).
*	 Classification and Class Descr i pti ons - Spectral classes determined through
clustering o
	
an sat coverage represented by 120 LSP's from 1976. 	 The clusters
were then tested in 4 ISA's with training added as needed. 	 The resulting 83 clusters
were then used for classifying the entire study area.
	
As a result of assigning these
clusters to 26 summary categories, confusion was noted in hi , '	 and low desert.
BLM/Arizona provided ESL an elevation strata mask for the two desert categories
on a 1:250,000 topo map. 	 Using the elevation data for reassignment of spectral
classes where "confusion" existed resulted in 117 clusters and 27 summary categories.
Although the results are tentative, this demonstrates the possible value of using
elevation as a means of elimination spectral confusion.
* Digitizing - GCP's (Ground Control Points) have been digitized as well as all
adminis	 ation boundaries.
 (Nor )on ]e) 1 tvc)tEASEDPItODUCriviry -LOWER	 ST	 PAGE t orISC ior• 1150
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o.^Y to Alin a SF5/ 79-211
TO:
FROM:
August 14, 1979
BLM/DSC - Ed Work
BLM/Arizona - Dwayne Sykes
ESL - Mike Gialdini
SF5/Kenneth J. Hancock, 'technical Monitor, Contract NAS 9-15339
SUBJECT: Update to Phase II Project Status Review No. 2 Memo, June 11, 1979
Ky memo Phase II Project Status Review No. 2 had three action items that needed
to be completed. In addition, the memo requires amending. Please note below
the disposition of the action items and the correction to the memo.
1. Enclosure 1 is a correction ;meet to the memo. Please replace page
une of the memo with the enclosure.
2. Action Item 1. The letter and enclosure from Joel,Dye report of.
allocation of PSU's (enclosure 2). Further comments on this item are welcomed
from BLM, otherwise, the action item is closed.
3. Action Item 2. Co-nerits on the Final Report draft on Sections 2.1
through 2.4 were received, combjned with the JSC comments and forwarded to ESL
on July 10, 1939.
4. Action Item 3. The revised form for ground data collection for
:forest and uodla and instructions is enclosed (enclosure 3).
C
Kenneth J.' Hancock
3 Enclosures
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E S L	 JAVA DRIVE • @^NNTVALi, CALIVOI4NIA 64006`
'	 , ►F/ONi (400, 784 . 8841 . TWX tote) 880.0866
10 July 1979
Mr. Ken Hancock
NASAN S C
	 ORIGI" IkL PAGE ISEarth Resource:, Program Office
	 OF POOR QUALITYCode SF-5
Houston, Texas 77058
Dear Mr. Hancock,
In response to action item number 1 in your memo (SF5/79-152)
on the Phase II Project Status Review No. 2, Randy Thomas of UCB and
I prepared the enclosed report. The report contains our evaluation
of the problem and a recommendation for further analysis if a detailed
quantitative evaluation of the impact is desired. I would appreciate
my comments you have on this report.
Sincerely,
foel Qye^'i
JD:ms	 •
Enc.
W
?i
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STATEMENT OF PROBLEM:
The UCB allocation of flight lines•.(PSUs) was based on assigning
each PSU in the population (image) to the cover . )e class to which the plurality
of pi	 s in the PSU belongs.
The ESL select*.on of PSUs was based on creating a pcp!-lation of PSUs
for each cover type class to be sampled. PSUs were put into these populations
if there wds at least one pixel in the PSU of the cover type class of interest.
DISCUSSION:
The justification for selecting PSUs in this way was 1) the difficulty
and expense of assigning a cover type class to a PSU based on plurality and
2) the large number of pixels, up to 40%, within any one cover type class that
would not be available for sampling when the plurality rule is used. Lack of
detailed vegetation description information at this point in the project added
some uncertainty to the grouping of detailed classes and the names associated
with the resultant Cover type classes.
The impact on the project of this action is to reduce the efficiency
of the sampling in terms of productivity estimation in two ways. First, within
and between PSU variance is increased, thereby increasing the sample size required
to produce a given level of sampling error. Second, the number of PSUs having
a low number of pixels in the class of interest is increased relative to that
expected using a plurality rule. This in Lurn lowers the probability of obtaining
the desired number of photo plots in.that class using a straight line flight path.
To quantify this impact, a detailed study would need to be made. The
recommended analyses to evaluate the magnitude of this efficiency reduction are
discussed below. The first would involve recomputing required sample sizes and
resulting costs when the within and between PSU variances obtained from the ESL
procedure are used. The relative cost d1fference at a fixed sampling error
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requirement wodld thus be available. In addition, the decrease in estimate
precision would be determined when cost (a function of the number of sample units
actually measured) is fixed at the UCB recommended levels. The second analysis
would be designed to determine the expected increase in sample size necessary
to obtain the required number of photo plots per class.
s
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	 f ASALYndon9. Johnson Spne C.nl.rREr6R
TO:	 SF5/79-241
D ATE INITIATOR
SF5/KJHancock:tlm:10/10/79:4135
r_.,-^
8
TO:	 Memo for' Report
c
SF5/0.G.Smith
Arizona State Office/G.Ramey
BLF/DSC/E.Work
BLM/Az.Strip Dist./K.Moore
FROM:
	 SF5/Kenneth J. Hancock, ESL/M.Gialdi	 i
SIGNATURE
	
^r
Kenneth J. Hancock
Technical Monitor, NASA/BLM APT
sus':	
NASA/BLM APT Phase II Status Review No. 3
DATE:	 September 17, 1979
LOCATION:	 St. George, Utah
ATTENDEES:	 George Ramey, BLM/Arizona State Office
Ed Work, BLM/DSC
Ken Moore, BLM/Ari zone
Dwayne Sykes, BLM/Arizona
L. D. Walker, BLM/Arizona
Cub Wolfe, BLM/Arizona
Bob Davis, BLM/Arizona
Mike Gialdini, ESL
Ken Hancock, NASA/JSC
DISCUSSION:
Kerr Han,:ock reviewed the Action Items from the previous review. 	 No comments
were made on the actions taken; therefore, all items were considered closed.
Dwayne Sykes will be transferring to BLM /Nevada in October. 	 Actions are
being taken to have him attend the November Data Analysis Workshop and the
January 1980 Phase II Final Review. 	 Mike Gialdini handed out the July-August
1979 bimonthly report and reported that the draft sections of the Final Report
are in typing . and will be in the mail shortly.
The project status was reported by ESL following the enclosed agenda and its
enclosures.
1.	 Photo interpretation Procedures and Progress.
The PI work on the large scale ground truth photography is 25% complete and
should be completed by the end of October. 	 Range plots are being done at.a
rate of 5 flight lines per day, woodland and forest plots at 3 1 / 2 per day.
The forms developed for doing the PI are enclosed.	 The Phase II PI Form is
used for all plots.	 The Tree Measurement Form is also completed for all
woodland and forest plots.	 The forms are generally self explanatory; however,
several of the entries are further explained.
18C Form Ilea (Nov Ion 76)
	 INCREASED PRODUCT MY- LOWER COST
	 PAGE I OF_4
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NASA-CSC4-28
2PI . Form
	
6-9	 Scale - The scale of plots ranged from 1:500 to 1:2000
with estimated average of 1:1200. Nominal scale was to
be 1:150 but there is no PI problem with the smaller
scales.
10	 Template - There are 9 templates for the varying scales.
The templates are marked with the rectangle area to be
interpreted.
12-13 Homogeneity Index - The index can be determined using the
codes. The purpose of the index is to give an indication
of how geometric misregistration may affect acciracies of
the cover class. The code reflects the number of cover
classes within the plot and the additional cover classes
identified within a 75 meter radius of the plot center.
Thus, the more new classes located within the 75 meter
radius, the more misregistration will affect the
classification. The wide—angle photos are used for the
75 meter radius tally.
Tree Measurement Form
10	 Template - This is a different template with a 150' transedt
drawn in two 75' representative lengths parallel to the
direction of flight and to be positioned on the left-hand
photo. The upper edge of the lines is used to count trees
and P/J that interact the transect.
	
18-21	 Crown Diameter - Diameter readings are made'at the photo
scale to the nearest .01".
	
22-23
	
Height - Tree and P/J heights are estimated to the nearest
5' and are true height estimates. Parallax bar measurement
will be made on selected plots to check the interpreters
estimates.
2. Ground Plot Selection Procedures-and Results
All plots were bin sorted into the initial 27 summary categories.
Similarity of some categories, i.e., 9,12 and 27; 10 and 13; and 17 and 18,
allowed grouping of these with a resultant of 23 bins. The exact plots
to ground visit were then determined by random selection 	 For example,
bin 1 category had 159 plots and the planning model said 9 of these should
be visited for productivity estimation. By taking the random number selected
and counting down through the plots, the exact flight line and plot on that
line was identified to be visited.. This was the primary plot to be used in
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the Plannin.a Model for productivity and for class descriptions. The plots
were designated for class descriptions and verification purpose only.
The secondary plots were selected on the same flight line as a primar y plot
for field data collection efficiency. There were a total of 181 plots to
ground visit; 136 for woodlands; and 29 for forest. Two of the forest plots
were not visited as they did not h2ve trees. ESL had not received the final
word frcm RRI, but they had indic-ated field work should have been completed by
September 14. RRI is to deliver all data to ESL by October 1.
As an added feature RRI has agreed to provide instances where they
encountered difficulties or problems in implementing the-BLM SUM field
methods while doing the project work. RRI has previous experience using
the SVIM procedures.
3. Data Analysis Workshop
The workshop is now scheduled for four days, November 13-16, 1979 at ESL.
Joel Dye, ESL will be responsible for the workshop preparation, agenda,
and hands -on portion of the training. Jim Nichols will be heavily involved
in the lectures.
Action No. 1 - An Agenda will be prepared by ESL by October 12. Attendance
will e; -Jrom BLM/DSC; 3-4 from BLM/Arizona Strip District; 1 from
BLM/Arizona State Office; 1 from BLM/Nevada; and 1 from NASA /JSC. The
attendance, by name, will be provided to ESL by October 31.
4. Output Products
ESL presented some slides showing results of the new DMA algorithm for
aggregating cover categories into 10 acre minimums. The results show a bias
in the horizontal direction; however, results are superior to the original
RECLAS algorithm. ESL is studing this horizontal bias.
The aggregations were done by ESL to prove the algorithm could be used
to aggregate an area as large as the Arizona Test Site. This algorithm will
be used in the output products for Phase II. Advantages of the algorithm are;
(1) different minimums can be established for each class ; '(2) classes can
be interactively changed /added/deleted if desired; and (3) classes can be
outlined in polygons to produce a CCT for plotting polygons plot maps. Things
needed to improve the algorithm are; (1) eliminate horizontal bias; (2) link
the polygon plot capability to a potter; and (3) develop a smoothing algorithm
for the polygon plot.
The present 27 summary classes will be further grouped into about nini
classes for the final maps. These classes will be determined during the
November workshop. Statistical- data, i.e., tabulations will be based on
the final 10 acre aggregated classes.
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Action No. 2 - BLM will determine what ancillary data to have imbedded in
thenfi aT maps. (Examples are roads and feature names.) BLM will send a
letter to NASA/JSC, info ESL, listing the type data desired by Septerber 21,
1979. ESL will check with Seiscom on how Viese data are to be provided by ELM.
As things are presently scheduled proofs of the map side of the output pro-
ducts from Seiscom Delta should be ready for review-by December 1, 1979.
Action No. 3 - A date will be established by ESL to have BLM. JSC and ESL
review and approve the proofs in Houston. The tabulated data for the backside
of the maps should be ready for review by January 10, 1980.
6. Concluding Remarks
A. Schedules
Complete PI work-range and woodlands October 15; forest November 1, 1979.
Production estimations-December 31, 1979.
Final Draft, Final Report-January 27, 1980.
B. Final Phase II Protect Review
The review was tentatively set for January 30 - February % 1980 0 at
the BLM State Office in Phoenix.
Action No. 4 - George Ramey BLM/Arizona State Office, will make arrangements
for The review Tn Phoenix.
Action No. 5 - BLM/DSC will determine the possibility of including the
BLM/Alaska evaluation of Phase I products and the results of the BLM/EDC
work in the Arizona Test Site classification as a part of the Phase II Review.
Action No. 6 - BLM/DSC will prepare a preliminary agenda for the review.
Action No. 7 - NASA/JSC will assure all matters pertaining to the review are
cleared up By	 ember 31, 1979, to provide time to invite outside ;participation.
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NASA-JSC
U.S.
 
Government
 
E M O R A N D U M	 NASALyndon S. Johnson Space Center
NEVER
TOi	 SF5 79-286-
oAT[
December 6, 1979
INITIATOR
SF5 KJHancock:tlm:12-3-79:4735
ENCL
1	 4
To,	 Memo for Record
c
SF5/0.G. Smith
BLM/Az. State Office/G. Ramey
BL14/DSC/W. Bonner, E. Work
BLM/Az. Strip District/L.D. Walker
ESL/M.	 Gialdini
.Nomt	 SF5/Kenneth J.	 Hancock, SIGNATURE
Technical Monitor, NASA/BLM 	 APT 001'r—W )
Kenneth J. Hancock
sus,,	 Phase II Project Status Review No. 4 and Data Analysis Workshop
DATE:	 Noverrber 13-16, 1979
LOCATION:	 ESL	 Inc., Sunr,yvale 	 CA
ATTENDEES:	 Georce Ramey, BLM/Arizona State Office
Ed Work, BLM/DSC
Laura Hall, BLM/DSC
Bill	 DiPaolo, BLM/DSC
Paul	 Cuplin, BLM/DSC
Jack Chugg, BLM/DSC
L.D. Walker, BLM/Arizona Strip District
Cub Wolfe, BLM/Arizona Strip District
Bob Davis, BLM/Arizona Strip District
Ken Hancock, NASA/JSC
PROJECT	 STATUS	 Fr.yIEW
The status review was presented by Mike Gialdini following the enclosed agenda
(Enclosure 1).	 Pertinent facts that may provide a reference to Landsat data
processing, sample selection and output products are listed below for your
information.
(1)	 Landsat Data Processing
-	 The 1978 LSP wide angle photos were used for PI and class descriptions
and clustering of Landsat pixels represented by the LSP's resulted in
87 clusters that were subsequently grouped into 26 summary classes.
-	 Four ISU's (512 x 512 pixels) were selected within the project area
for testing these clusters and/or adding additional training as needed.
-	 Elevation data provided by BLM/Arizona was introduced to eliminate
high and low desert confusion
1SC fore 1160 (Rev Ion ]8)	 INCREASED PRODUCTIVITY - LOWERCOST
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2- Introduction of elevation data was limited on the west by the 114°
meridian because of a mismatch of the 7MA DTD tapes. This is a very
small portion of the project area.
Introduction of the elevation data resulted in 117 clusters grouped
Into 27 summary classes.
(2) Sample Selection for 1979 LSP
- Method of sample selection: Probability Proportional to Area for
Woodland. Equal Probability for Forest and Range.
PSU's - 200 LSP flight lines with 15 pots pe ► • flight line: Woodland-
45; Range-108; Forest-47.
- Ground Data Collection-181 plots (2 se',ecteJ on each flight line):
Woodland-16; Range-136; Forest-29 (2 did nit have forest and were not
visited but used as volume a 0).
- The LSP flight lines were bin sorted into the 27 summary classes.
(3) Output Products - 4 total
- 1:250,000 - Classification of entire project area.
- 1:63,360 - Area B, Forest.
- 1:126,720 - Range allotments within outline of project area.
- 1:126,720 - Woodland allotments with neat line showing only portion
of project area.
- Products will be oriented to UTM Grid North. The maps will have a
double arrow showing UTM Grid North (GN) and True North (TN).
- At this time the schedule for delivary of the map products was January
25, 1980. (See later developments in the Workshop part of this report).
After completion of the Status Review, Ken Hancock covered the action items
from the September 17, 1979 Status Review No. 3. Refer to my trip report for
details of each action item. Status of Actions follows:
Action No. 1- complete and closed out.
Action No. 2- BLM is preparing the overlays to provide Seiscom Delta
the ancillary daata.
Action No. 3- Review of the map proofs was estiblished for December
17, 1970. Again see workshop part of report for changes.
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3Action No. 4 - George Ramey is working on arrangements for the Phoenix
review in^a-nuary 180.
Action No. 5 - The meeting Bill Bonner was to attend in Alaska to
determin—e -R-917 would participate in the review was delayed until
December. The action is still open.
Action No. 6 and 7 - still open
DATA ANALYSIS WORKSHOP
The workshop was planned and presented by Joel Dye with assistance from Mike
Gialdini, Dennis 4oren and Jim Nichols. The agenda for the Workshup is
enclosed (Enclosure 2). The Workshop was primarily concerned with data mani-
pulation and anal/sis for determination of production estimations for range,
forest and woodlands. A good portion of the time was involved in working
with project data to determine class descriptions and summary classes based
on percent cover estimates (ANOVA tables) for the 1979 LSP. This also
involved hands-on computer time for visual reference of class to class associ-
ation assisted by the field knowledge of the Arizona people.
It became fairly obvious that the initial class descriptions assigning the 117
clusters into 27 summary classes were not satisfactory. An "all-nighter" was
put in Thursday ni ght reverting to the 117 computer clusters and using the
1979 LSP PI ANOVA data for class identification. Twenty percent of the 1979
LSP plots (in clusters containing more than 30 plots) were withheld as verif',-
cation plots. See enclosure 3 for a single sheet summary of the major ground
cover species by percent coverage. Using this, a species composition list was
compiled for each of the 117 clusters. This list was then matched with the
classification framework to tie names to clusters and to group them into summary
classes. Enclosure 4 is the preliminary grouping of the clusters into level 3
of the framework. Clusters forming each class ere listed. Including agricul-
ture, water and barren, there were seven level 1 categories representing fifteen
level 3 classes. These could be represented on the maps by ten basic colors
with shades of the basic colors representing the other classes.
At this point (Friday afternoon) a call was received from Bill Bonner. His
concern was the output of a level 3 map through the APT based on Landsat data
analysis. The EDC product displayed level 2 classificatiuri. The difference
here may be that the APT work in sample selection and PI for the specified
allotments and areas were based on level 3 classification. By using the ANOVA
tables of percent cover in concert with the classification framework, it was
easy to place clusters with sufficient (usually 3 or more) photo plots in a
level 3 category. In fact using the ANOVA tables, the framework ind the field
knowledge of the Arizona personnel it was difficuly to include a cluster in more
than one level 3 category. Before this exercise there was concern, by others
as well as myself, as to feasibility of grouping the clusters and maintaining
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4valid statistics. ►However, and I present two "its" here, IF the framework is
to be the only basis for class descriptions and IF the ANOVX data for the clusters
is to be used as a basis for describing the clusters, then it seems there is
little doubt that a level 3 map with accompying statistics is a creditable output
product. Please rote this is my opinion and not necessarily the opinion of all
the Workshop attendees.
BLM/DSC requested that further consideration on the summary classes for the
output product be delayed until a concensus of opinion within BLM could be
determined. The delay was agreed to with the realization that output of the
products would be delayed and that a proof product would not be available for
review and approval until after the first of the year. The BLM action on the
framework classification level was to be comple r ed within a week with word
relayed to ESL for preparation of the classified	 CCT's for output product
generation. This action was to be taken by BLMiDSC since I was to be on leave
past the date of the action. Action has now been set by BLM for the week of
December 10, 1979.
As a result of the telecon from Bill Bonner the requirements to determine the
finr,l summary classes, assign colors to the classes and prepare menus for each
class were not completed. It will be necessary for both BLM/DSC and BLM/Arizona
to return to ESL after resolution of the classification level issue to accomplish
these tasks.
Action Items
Action No. 1 The BLM people had not reviewed drafts of the Final Report
Vol. I, gection	 r, and Vol. II, Section 2.1.4.1 - 2.1.4.3. BLM will review
and forward comments to NASA/JSC by November 27, 1979. This will be combined
with JSC comments and sent to ESL.
Action No. 2 BLM provided a final copy of the Framework classification.
Ken Hancock wiff amend contract to include this framework. It is the framework
being used by ESL.
Action No. 3 Several items not on the EDC maps were to be considered by
BLM/DSCorb inclu	 on the APT maps: 1) Total acreage of maps; 2 Hierarchical
number on the menus as well as on the Legend; 3) UTM Grid North (GN) arrow and
True North (TN) arrow. BLM will notify NASA/JSC of their decision on these items.
Action No. 4 BLM/CSC will determ;ne the framework classification level
at which they des re the maps to be prepared by November 27, 1979, rescheduled
for week of December 10, 1979.
Action No. 5 In initial discussions on Allotment 4811, BLM required only
the norc ern parcel—of the three separate parts for range production. A question
arose on the possibility of including both the'northern and southern parcels. If
this were done at this time, only average production and statistics for the two
parcels could be provided by ESL within budget guidelines. The BLM decision was
to include only the northern parcel. Action complete.
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AGENDA
NASA/BLM APT PHASE II
STATUS REVIEW
NOVEMBER 13, 1979
SUNNYVALE, CALIFORNIA
r•, 1
SIGN — IN AND PHOTOS
SECURITY BRIEFING
OVERVIEW PROJECT—TO—DATE
COFFEE BREAK
OUTPUT PRODUCTS DISCUSSION
PROJECT COMPLETION TIMELINE
CONCLUDING REMARKS
TIME
8:30 AM
9:00 AM
9:30 AM
10:00 AM
10:15 AM
11:00 AM
11:30 -
12:00 AM
t
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C-	 DATA ANALYSIS WORkSHOP
13-16 November 1979
	 f
Tuesday, 13 November
1. Photo Interpretation Review
Procedures used in photo interpretation
Attributes being measured/estimated
Relate these attributes to those measured
on the ground.
2. Stat Review
Review basic statistical terminology and concerts:
- Mean
- Standard deviation
- Coefficient of variation
- Standard error of the estimate
- Confidence bounds
- Analysis of variance
- Regression analysis
- Contingency analysis
- Correlation coefficient
- Simple random sampling
- Systematic sampling
- Multistage sampling
- Multiphase sampling
- Sampling proportional to size
Present the basic framework for connecv.ing these
concepts into an estimator.
4--40
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^-	 Wednesday, 14 November
3. Present the use of ANOVA and contingency analysis
,Yor generating class descriptions.
Sources of data:
Photo interpretation
DTD
Landsat classification
Verification procedure
4. Hands on experience working with the data
Percent cover estimates ^ class description
menu
DTI - Landsat classification contingency table
DTJ menu
Review of actual class description results ( % cover)
S.	 Evaluation of p-eliminary ag gregations of computer
classes and ger.aration of new aggregations (as
-^	 necessary) base' on class description results with
the use of the IDIMS color display (Part 1 - Range).
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Thursday, 15 November
6. Present the use of photo/ground regression in the
estimation procedure.
7. Review the impact of the correlation coefficient on
sample size (using actual data if available) required
to reach desired accuracy.
A. Evaluation of preliminary aggregations (Part 2 -
wcodland -and forest)
r
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9. Estimation procedures for range resources
Review range production estimators
Intuitive explanation of the production
estimation
Review the quantities to be estimated and
accuracy "specifications"
10. Estimation procedures for forest and woodland
resources
Review forest and woodland production estimators
11. Wrap-up and review
Need to have color selection and names for
each class to be displa}ed on the final cutput
products
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-
	
Lyndon S. Johns Space Centp Nnsn
11EF611	 DATE	 INITIATOR	 Eticl.
Tog . FPS180- 132	 June 5, 1980	 SF5/KJHancock : cmg:6/4/80:2204	 6 Ir
Tog
	
SA/Di rector of Space ,and Life Sciences
c
THRU: SF/Chief, Earth ObseMti ons Division
PROW	 SF5/NASA/BLM APT Proj ect Manager	 IIIGNATURC	
net	
r
Kenh J.'Hancock
SUNJI	 NASA/BLM APT Phase II Arizona, Final Review
DATE:	 May 28-30, 1980
LOCATION:	 Denver Service Center, Denver, Colorado
PURPOSE:.
	
To conduct Phase II Final Review of Accomplishments and Results
ATTENDEES:	 See Enclosure 1
DISCUSSION:
Meetings were held on the afternoon of May 28 an! morning of May 29 with BLM/SSD
and the contractor, ESL, Inc., to discuss the proposed agenda and presentations
(Enclosure 2).
Copies of the presentations by Mike Gialdini and Jim Nichols are enclosed
(Enclosure 3 and 4).	 The presentations were followed by open discussions.
These discussions were very fruitful in that BLM personnel from other
disciplines were made more aware of the capabilities that were developed
and made available to the BLM Branch of Remote Sensing as a direct result of
the APT.	 Output products and associated statistics were presented by Mike
Gialdini and Brian Fine.
	 This was the first opportunity to review the
products made by Seiscom Delta. 	 Several minor errors were found in the
ancillary printed data.
	
Brian Fine retained the products to have the
discrepancies corrected prior to delivery.
The Friday morning presentations were conducted as round table discussions
with ;iod participation by all attendees. 	 Bill Bonner reported that, as a
preliminary estimate from the field evaluation work conducted in the project
area earlier in May, accuracies of the digital classification work were better
than 75x.
	
In comparison, an evaluation of conventional ground cover data
being . used by BLM/Arizona for a URA (Unit Resource Analysis) task in the
project area indicated a 65% accuracy.
	
This evaluation, conducted by BLM/SSD,
Wed large scale photography accomplished as a part of the APT as a basis for
ground truth data.	 Previously, accuracy estimates had not been conducted on
the ground cover data.
	
Thus, the quality of the data was improved with
associated accuracy	 estimates through use of Landsat analysis.
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George Ramey, Arizona State Office, discussed the value that BLM Arizona
could realize in the application of Landsat digital processing to their
existing procedures. His views are well presented by the correspondence
he has written in support of the technology (Enclosure 5). He then pre-
sented a list of priority tasks using Landsat data as an added capability
that are being included in the BLM Arizona FY81 budget (Enclosure 6). The
BLM/Branch of Remote Sensing acknowledged the severe strain that approval
of the total package would place on their computer facility; however, it
was granted that this type of situation far exceeds the possibility of
the BLM State and District Offices not accepting the technology as a viable
and useful source of data.
George Ramey made several predictive estimates of overall savings that may
be realized by taking advantage of the techniques available through Landsat
digital processing. He considered that costs of soils surveys, especially
in arid, sparce vegetation areas, could show a 30-50% savings. The net
savings on vegetation inventories was estimated at 20-40%. Please note
that these are separate tasks and the estimated savings are not directly
additive fur overall savings. The primary problem he envisioned was the
training and "educating" BLM people to use the technology, e.g., training
in sampling techniques, data utilization and data analysis.
Ken Moore then discussed several applications of remote sensing analysis
in his immediate area of concern.
1. Sagebrush Treatment Areas - The output map product provided a
general ideate the extent and locaFion of sagebrush. Knowing this, he
can introduce additional parameters, e.g., topographic information,
accessibility, density, etc., and pinpoint specific areas of interest
using information already stored in the computer or additional parameters
that could be digitized from existing file data.
2. Controlled Burns - The blackbrush and sagebrush areais most suitable
for clearingg t Troughu-6 rnT—ng can be more precisely identified in both extent
and location. Further, through use of the digitized ground truth and large
scale photo interpretation data, areas with a high percentage of understory
grasses for carrying burns can be extracted, thus aiding in clearing large
areas. These cleared areas are then seeded for better pasture leases.
3. Woodland Cutting of Pinyon Pine and Juniper- As with item 2 above,
the pinyon- un per areas can be identified and through further specification
of parameters the density can be determined. Areas with 80-90% cover could
be blocked out for thinning and the wood sold for fence posts and cord wood.
Within these thinned areas, grasses will grow more readily. After a season
or so these areas would be burned as covered under item 2 and seeded for
better pasture.
I would like to note here that it was self-admitted by both George Ramey and
Ken Moore that they were rather dubious of the results that would come out of
the project and the use of Landsat digital analysis. Both are now firmly
convinced that Landsat will provide BLM additional capability and recognize
that Landsat is not a panacea but another very versatile tool to assist in
accomplishing their job.
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Friday afternoon, Lorin Schwartz, Chief, Branch of Remote Sensing, arranged
a demonstration on their minicomputer system. The Arizona project data were
used and the demonstration was very informative showing the versatility of
manipulation of information files stored in the computer.
Following the demonstration, meetings were held with BLM/SSD to discuss
arranging a general workshop for invited agencies tc cover the overall APT
accomplishments and the resulting value to the BLM. The workshop will be an
excellent means for demonstrating the value of the NASA APT/ASVT programs to
user agencies. The following actions were established.
I. Preliminary date of the workshop: October 8-9, 1980
2. Location- Denver, Colorado, so the BLM computer system can be
used for real time demonstration.
3. Invitations to: BLM Washington Office, NASA Headquarters,
USFS, USP&W, SCS, selected BLM State and
District Offices, etc.
4. Bill Bonner will complete a proposed agenda from our preliminary
discussions.
6. Ken Hancock will submit an Action Document for ESL to assist in
conducting the Workshop as a task under the Phase III contract.
Overall,I considered the Phase II Final Review as a successful culmination of
a very rewarding and productive project. The success can be directly attributed
to the cooperation and determination of the people involved from both BLM and ESL.
My special appreciation for their part goes to Bill Bonner and Mike Gialdini.
;:	 (	 4-46
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NASA ESL ARIZONA CON TRACT REVIEW ON ASVT PROJECT
ORGAN17ATION
Lorin Schwartz	 ' BLM Branch of Remote Sensing
Ken Hancock NASA/JSC
Mike Gialdini ESL,	 Inc.
Jim Nichols Resource Inventory Services
Ken Moore BLM Arizona Strip
Paul Cuplin BLM, DSC
Wallace Crisco BLM,	 DSC	 (D-410)
Cub Wolfe BLM Arizona Strip
George Ramey BLM ASO
Carclyn A.	 Clark Lockheed/EMSCO - Ho.,ston
Jimmy R.	 Bell USDA/JSC Houston, Texas
Ed Work BLM/DSC - Branch of Remote Sensing
Mike Garratt BLM - SSD
GAry C. Lucich BLM - SVIM Team - DSC
Ronnie D. Clark RLM - Res.	 Inv. Systems - DSC
Ken Andresen BLM - SSD
Bill Bonner BLM - SSD
Ralph Marker ELM - SSD
Bob Dennen BLM - SSD
Bill Williams BLM - RIS- DSC
Scott McPherson BLM - Data Base
Herb Inskeep BLM - Data Operations
Bryan Fine Seiscom Delta, Houston, TX
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May 29-30, 1980
Denver Service Center
i
THURSDAY AFTERNOON, May 29
	
1:00 - 1:10	 Welcome & Introductions
	
1:10 - 1:20	 Arizona Project Overview
	
1:20 - 1:50	 Landsat Data Processing
	
1:50 - 2:20	 Multistage Sampling
	
2:20 - 2:35	 BREAK
	
2:35 - 2:55	 Data Collection
	
2:55 - 3:15	 Productivity Estimation
	
3:15 - 3:35	 Output Products
	
3:35 - 3:50	 BREAK
	
3:50 - 4:10	 Map Products - Seiscom Delta
F
Ralph Marker, BLM/DSC
Kan Hancock, NASANSC
Mike Gialdini, ESL
Mike Gialdini. ESL
Jim Nichols
R&source Inventory Svcs.
Mike Gialdini, ESL
Mike Gialdini, ESL
Mike Gialdini, ESL
Brian Fine
Seiscofr Delta
4:10 - 5:00	 General Discussion
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FRIDAY MORNING, May 30
8:00 - 8:30' Review of APT Bill Bonner, BLM/DSC
8:30 - 9:30
i
Operational Remote Sensing in Arizona George Ramey, BLM/ASD
9:30 - 9:45 BREAK
9:45 - 10:45 Arizona Strip District Use of Products Ken Moore, BLM, ASD
10:45 - 11:30 Recommendation p & Discussion Geo ►ige Ramey, BLM/ASD
FRIDAY AFTERNOON, May 30
1:00	 Branch of Remote Sensing
	
Lorin Schwartz, BLM/DSC
BRIEFING AND TOUR
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NASA BLM APT PHASE II
i PROJECT OVERVIEW
OBJECTIVES
DEMONSTRATE INTEGRATION OF REMOTE SENSING
TECHNOLOGY WITH EXISTING TECHNIQUES TO
PRODUCE: A VEGETATION TYPE MAP AND ESTIMATES
OF VEGETATION PRODUCTIVITY.
TRANSFER OF THE TECHNOLOGY TO BLM PERSONNEL
TO PROMOTE THE IMPLEMENTATION AND UTILIZATION
OF THE PROCEDURES AND TECHNIQUES WITHIN THE
BLM OPERATIONS FRAMEWORK.
•	 APPROACH
TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATION
INTEGRATE LANDSAT, LARGE—SCALE AERIAL
PHOTOGRAPHY AND GROUND DATA WIT,IIN
APPROPRIATE SAMPLING SCHEME TO MEET
OBJECTIVES.
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
X
"HANDS—ON" WORKSHOPS TO PROVIDE
EXPOSURE TO TECHNIQUES USING PROJECT
DATA.
4-50
PROJECT ELEMENTS
•	 LANDSAT PROCESSING
•	 MULTISTAGE PROCESSING
•
	 DATA COLLECTION
•
	 PRODUCTIVITY ESTIMATION
•
	 OUTPUT PRODUCTS
•
4 -51
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o	 CLASSIFICATION
o	 CLASS DESCRIPTIONS
o	 DIGITIZING
o	 DIGITAL TERRAIN DATA
4-52
CLASSIFICATION
Ir
1
•	 SOURCE DATA
SCENE ID 2947-17074, 26 AUGUST 1977
•	 TECHNIQUE
SUPERVISED - UNSUPERVISED
•	 RESULTS
83 INITIAL RAW CLASSES
CLASS DESCRIPTIONS
•	 PRELIMINAKY
SPECTRAL CONFUSIONS NOTED BETWEEN
ENVIRONMENTAL TYPES
•	 F YNAL
- 117 DETAILED CLASSES
AGGREGATED INTO 27 SUMMARY CLASSES
FOR SAMPLING
- 27 SUMMARY CLASSES DESCRIBED BASED ON
ANOVA PERFORMED ON 1978 BLM LARGE-SCALE
AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
f 
4b
I.
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•
f
DIGITIZING
•	 CONTRQL POINT NETWORK
SCENE REGISTRATION
MAP OVERLAY REGISTRATION
•	 ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION
PROJECT AREA
ALLOTMENTS AND PASTURES
•	 ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION
ELEVATIONAL ZONES
•	 SAMPLE POINT DATA
1978 LSP STRIP COVERAGE
1978 LSP PHOTO PLOT LOCATIONS
1979 LSP PHOTO PLOT LOCATIONS
DIGITAL TERRAIN DATA
•	 MOSAIC 01' ADJOINING BLOCKS
•	 TOPOGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION OF VEGETATION
CATEGORIES
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PLOT CONFIGURATIONS OF SPOOR QUALITY
RANGE
i
• 4 COMPOSITION
♦ 	 WITHIN FRAME
PHOTO PLOT
	 48.75'
• 42 4 +
• • 5 TRANSECTS
• 40 POINTS/
TRANSECT
♦ 	 (COMPOSITION)
45 ' 75 • POINTS/TRANSECT
♦ 	 WEIGHT AND
CHARACTERIZATION)
I
GROUND PLOT
.. 42 1 ..
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l
PLOT CONFIGURATIONS
FOREST i WOODT AND
i
C^
FHOTO PLOT • 2 — 75' TRANSECTS
IN STEREO OVERLAP
OF PHOTO PLOT
i
GROUND PLOT • 2 TRANSECTS MATCHINGTHOSE ON PHOTOS USED
IN LOCATING PLOT ON
GROUND
a.
L
(r
ll
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SAMPLE SUMMARY
PSUs	 -	 200 FLIGHTLINES OF 15 PLOTS EACH
WOODLAND m 45
FOREST	 - 47
RANGE
	
- 108
200
GROUND	 -	 181 GROUNDPLOTS TO BE VISITED
WOODLAND = 16
FOREST	 n 27•
RANGE
	 = 136
179
•NOTE: 'TWO SELECTED FOREST GROUND PLOTS DID NOT HAVE ANY
TREESs THEREFORE THEY WERE NOT VISITED.
ff
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DATA COLLECTION
•	 LARGE-SCALE PHOTOGRAPHY
ACQUISITION
INTERPRETATION
PRELIMINARY "BIN-SORT" FOR
GROUND PLOT SELECTION
- RANGE, WOODLAND AND FOREST
DETAILED PI
•	 GROUND PLOTS
RANGE
WOODLAND AND FOREST
P
t
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PRODUCTIVITY ESTIMATION
a
•	 RANGE
POUNDS PER ACRE (Kgs/Ha) OF FORAGE AVAILABLE
FOR LIVESTOCK
BY LANDSAT STRATA
.» BY PASTURE AND ALLOTMENT
!	 WOODLAND
CUBIL FEET PER ACRE (CUBIC METSRS PER HECTARE)
OF JUNIPER AND PINYON
— BY ALLOTMENT
!	 FOREST
BOARD FEET PER ACRE OF PONDEROSA PINE
ir
— BY STAND
4--61
rOUTPUT PRODUCT"F
•	 FINAL REPORT
VOLUME I - EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
VOLUME II - TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATION
VOLUME III - TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
r	 MAP PRODUCTS
RANGELAND SUITABILITY
POTENTIAL RANGELAND SUITABILITY
SAGEBRUSH TREATMENT AREAS
FIRE - FLASH FUELS
0	 TABULAR SUMMARIES
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COLOR CODES - NASA/BLM APT
VEGETATION CLASSIFICATIONS
LEVEL ?--Vegetation Classification - Arizona Test Site
Framework
Vegetation Type	 Classification	 Color
r
Computer
Class
AG I- BLACK 1
CONIFEROUS FOREST 21 DKGREEN 2
EVERGREEN WOODLAND 31 BROWN 3
DECIDUOUS WOODLAND 32 AQUA 4
MOHAVE DESERT SHRUB 41 RED 5
GREAT BASIN DESERT SHRUB 42 ORANGE 6
MOUNTAIN SHRUB 43 PURPLE 7
PLAINS'GRASSLAND 51 YELLOW 8
BARREN LAND 6- GREY 9
WATER 7- MEDBLUE 10
LEVEL 3 - Vegetation Classification - Arizona Test Site
AG 1-- BLACK 1
PONDEROSA PINE FOREST 211 DKGREEN 2
PINYON-JUNIPER WOODLAND 311 BROWN 3
RIPARIAN WOODLAND 322 AQUA 4
UPLAND DESERT SHRUB 412 RED 5
GREAT BASIN SAGEBRUSH 421 ORANGE 6
BLACKBRUSH 423 LTRED 7
OTHER TALL SHRUB 424 TAN 8
HALF SHRUB 425 SAND 9
OAKBRUSH 432 VIOLET 10
OTHER MOUNTAIN SHRUB 433 PURPLE 11
PERENNIAL GRASSLAND 511 YELLOW 12
BARREN LAND 6-- GREY 13
WATER 7-- MEDBLUE 14
0
* VERIFIED BY SEPARATE ANOVA
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QUALITY
VEGETATION DESCRIP'T'ION
COMPARISON:
r
SUMMARY CLASS 2
COVER BY TYPE
INITIAL VERIFICATION
DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION
VEGETATION COVER TYPE 	 MEAN STD. ERROR MEAN STD. ERROR
PONDEROSA PINE 26.1 1.8 20.6 2.7
PINYON PINE 4.3 .7 5.3 1.6
JUNIPER 9.0 .9 10.3 1.8
OTHER TREE 2.0 .3 1.8 .3
BIG SAGEBRUSH 3.1 .6 2.9 1.1
OTHER SHRUB 1.8 .3 2.3 .6
GAMBELS OAK 12.4 1.2 13.1 2.2
TURB. OAK .8 .2 1.2 .7
OTHER MTN SHRUB 3.3 .7 5.2 1.9
PERENNIALS 0 0 0 0
ANNUALS 2.4 .8 1.6 .7
BARREN (ROCKY) 6.4 1.1 3.6 1.4
BARREN (SANDY) 27.2 1.3 31.4 2.4
WATER .7. .1 0 0
SHADOW/UNINTERP. .l .8 0 0
TOTALS: 100%
0
99.3%
r
	 ,
-14 SUMMARY CLASSES DESCRIBED BY ANOVA ON 80% OF
PHOTO SAMPLES
- 7 SUMMARY CLASSES VERIFIED BY ANOVA ON REMAINING 20%
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PRELIMINARY COSTS SUMMARY
TASK
i
LANDSAT PROCESSING
MULTISTAGE SAMPLING
DATA COLLECTION
PHOTO ACQUISITION
PHOTO INTERPRETATION
GROUND DATA COLLECTION
PRODUCTIVITY ESTIMATION
OUTPUT PRODUCTS
vMP OUTPUT
TABULAR SUMMARIES
TOTAL ESL MAPPING ESTIMATION ADDITIONAL"
MAN—HOURS COMPONENT COMPONENT COSTS
	
570	 450	 120
	
270	 120	 150	 $4,800*
	
50	 50	 —	 $11,300**
	
700	 500	 200
	
100	 —	 loo	 $31,970*
	
1250	 240	 1010	 $700*
	
180	 180	 —
	
120	 40	 80
	
3240	 1580
	
1660	 $48,770
1. AVERAGE COST PER ESL HOUR = $31.70
PROJECT DATA)
2. THEREFORE, THE VEGETATION MAPPING
[(1580 HRS x $31.70/HR) + $11,300]
3^/ACRE
3. PRODUCTIVITY ESTIMATION ON 550,000
= [(1660 HRS x $31.70) + $37,470]
(THROUGH FEE; BASED ON
FOR THE PROJECT AREA =
2.2 MILLION ACRES =
ACRES GIVEN THE MAPPING
550,000 = 16.3/ACRE
* ASSOCIATED WITH PRODUCTIVITY ESTIMATION
** ASSOCIATED WITH MAPPING PRIMARILY BUT REQUIRED FOR
ESTIMATION ALSO
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SAMPLE SUMMARY
j	 PSUs	 —	 200 FLIGHTLINES OF 15 PLOTS EACH
WOODLAND = 45
FOREST	 = 47
f
RANGE	 = 108
200
GROUND	 —	 181 GROUNDPLOTS TO BE VISITED
WOODLAND = 16
FOREST	 = 27*
r	
RANGE	 = 136
179
0
a.
s
*NOTE: TWO SELECTED FOREST GROUND PLOTS DID. NOT HAVE ANY
TREES; THEREFORE THEY WERE NOT'VISITED,
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t
Tablo 1
Pro and Post inventory Estimation of Parameters
Used in the Xnventory Planning Model
M
Pro-Inventory
Estimate or
Axxun Lion Actual. Change
Landsat vs Photoground
.50(2) +.08Correlation .58
P-J Photo Plot Volume vs Ground (2) -.168Estimated Volume .85 .748
P-J Volume per Acre (ft 3)
Coefficient of Variation .75(3) .93 +.18
RAY RSLCi^k= a^wFwv.. YM	 Trees/
Transect 3.74 ^ 2.3 %a1 5.6 +1.9
Inter-Cluster Correlation for
P-J Volume 0(1) .597 +.597
P-J Volume per Acre (ft 3 ) 293.6 ± 48 (3) 241 -52
Relative Standard Error of the (3)Estimate, 8.2
Values based on 150 foot ta.ansect with an average spacing of
	
. .
1368 meters.	 .
(1) No data available
(2) Based on other related studies
	
. 9
(3) Estimated using Resource Inventory Services planning model
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Table 4
Sample Requirements and Expected Cost
to Achieve a +20 @ .8 Probability Using
they
 Post Inventory Estimates of the
Planning Model Shown in Table 1 1
 Column 2.
COST EFFECTIVENESS OF
THE DATA SOURCE GROUND
ONLY
LANDSAT
GROUND
ONLY
PHOTO
GROUND
ONLY
LANDSAT
PHOTO
GROUND
Number of Photo PSU 0 0 92 63
Number of SSU/PSU 1 1 1 1
Nurnbe:r of Ground PSUs 38 25 22 14
Photo Acquisition	 M 0 0 1171.95 898.09
Photo Interpretation
	 ($) 0 0 3195.67 270.95
t.	 Ground Data Collection. ($) 7618.66 5677.41 5244.34 3984.60
TOTAL COST	 ($) 7618.66 5677.41 6811.91
t
5153.64
.y
cOF PUoR
3.0	 --Continued.
The other errors were within the expected errors in the
model and simulated runs.
The P-J inventory could have been conducted in several ways.
Four possible methoc s are
1) a ground based inventory
2) Landsat classification followed by ground data
collection
3} Large scale photographs followed by ground data
collection
4) Landsat classification, large scale photography and
and ground data collection.
Using the parameters from the results of the inventory, the planning.
model was used to estimate the sampling cost for the four methods.
To compute the cost effectiveness ratio for each method
the cost of establishing the sampling frame (Landsat classification
cost or manual interpretation)must be added to the cost shown in
Table: 4. If these costs are assumed to be equal, the cost effectiveness
ratios relative to the least expensive (Landsat, photo, ground) are
1) Landsat, Photo, Ground	 1
2) Landsat Ground Only	 1.1
3) Photo Ground Only	 1.32 jC
X41 Ground only	 1.48
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United ^t,t(,'s R?nartrr^er^t o^'t^^E.: Inte rior
_• .,r,,,,,,	 BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
ARIZONA STATE OFFICE
^^• '	 _	 2400 VALLIV SANK CENTER
PHOENIX ARIZONA 11P073
a
{
c
May 7, 1980
Memorandum
To:	 Director (209) (600)
From.	 State Director, Arizona
Subject: opportunity for Usiny Remote Sensing Technology in BLM
Through experience with remote sensing technology gained from participating
in the Application Systems Verification Test (ASVT) we in Arizona have
realized the importance of this tool for facilitating the accomplishment
of BLM's mission.
We have structured this discussion to address immediate utility and state-
Of= the=art advancements for the future which will expand landsat utility.
1.	 Immediate Utility to BLM.
a.	 Facilitate SVIM - We believe remote sensing technolo gy may be af;clied
to facilitate accomplishing SVIM inventory at a savings of approximately
15 to 20 percent. Remote sensing will not replace ground inventory but
will facilitate inventory throuqh an overview picture of the entire
area, pre-stratification, and aid in assuring statistical reliability
of sampling. A detailed scenario of application in soils and
vegetation inventory was previously prepared and is attached No.-X)
entitled: Utilising Femate Sensing Technology to Facilitate SVIM
and Land Use Planning).
b,	 Facilitate Monitorinc Ra.ige•Trend - This application of remote
sensing has been tested during FY 80 by 8L4. The process utilises
low-level large scale photo graphy for recording trend on key areas.
.The process, described in Wo Information Memo No, 80-90, has promise
of utility in shrub land communities but may not be of value in grass-
land communities.
C.	 Facilitate Planning System Document Preparation - Once inventory data
has been developed utilizing remote sensing data processinq programs,
the inventory and ancillary data record of the planning unit will be
available for other uses. Through careful analysis of parameters, BLM
managers may utilize this data base to produce overlays for use in land
use planning. Some examples of such planning overlays are:
Potential land treatment sites (utilizes soils data, vegetation
data, topographic data and precipitation data;
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Range sui tability and potential suita!^)ility (utilizes sails
data, topographic data, water source data, and input data for
the vagetati,,)n production data from field inventory);
Potential wildlife habitat for given species (utilizes vegetation
data, top6qraphic data, input data relating to conflicting lani
use such as road3 or disturbance zones).
The use of machine analysis is limited primarily by the data r, Ord
and ancillary information that is available for input and man: i.ation.
The utility of output products depends upon input data duality :,,d the
selection of complete, appropriate analysis parameters.
d.	 Land Use Monitoring - Remote sensing technology is readily usable in
monitoring certain types of land uses. Examples are:
Disturbar;ces in excess of one acre in size would be discernible;
Vegetation green-up can many sites would show and could be
correlated with field truthing to determine tte average date
for range readiness;
Plant disease or insect attack are discernible and may  be
detected long before visual evidenoe occurs on the affected
trees or vegetation.
2. Probable Utility to BLM in Three to Five Years.
Projected state--of-the-art advancements and presently available technology
which was previously classified for military intelli gence will become avail-
able. Our next land satellite, scheduled for orbit in 1981, will have some
significant new features, including:
- Additional spectral bands
.
 to enhance data interpretation;
- Greater resolution (picture element will be larger than present
technology);
- A thermal band will be incorporated to measure heat reflectance.
A later satellite will be orbitted (approximately 1985) which will provide
stereo capability thereby allowing three dimensional analysis capability.
3. Probable Long Term Development and Enhanced Utility.
More state-of-the-art develorments in satellite imagery, data analysis or
application techniques, and probable reclassification of military intelligence
hardware or techniques will further advance the utility of remote sensing
during the future.
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These developments will greatly enhance the utility of land satellite data
for use in BLM inventory, land use planning, land use monitoring and
land management decision making processes. The advancem^.nts in state-of-
the-art technology will likely decrease the amount of associated effort
presently required in-using land satellite imagery; i.e., ground truthing
and double sampling ubing high or low le-o l photography.
I am convinced that remote sensing will be a principal tool for inventorying,
monitoring and evaluating resources and resource activity within five to ten
years. This is based on our experiences with the Arizona Strip ASVT Project
and my observations of Alaska Denali A;VT Project.
The foregoing conveys our observations and thoughts as to how remc ce sensing
may be useful to BLM immediately. Like any system or process, +.c has its
limitation. Remote sensing should not be treated as a na.nacea but as another
useful tool.
Attachment
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George PAtm*Y, A W Coordinator, Arizona
Utill.sing Aswote Awwinf Technology to racilitate Bm and Land use
Planning
while working with the Application Syste-mo Verification Test (ASVT)
projs--t in the Arizona Strip District, I realix*d that rw oote► sensing
technology would have other significant aMilications. otie such appliaa-
tion of this tool would bo to foailitAte SVI'4 invomtoriws.
beforw proowading further, Y votnt to asghasire a critical rsointi 7=92,!'E
XWSlli s; IS NOT A	 -- IT MILL Wn 3MPLA,"E rm= I':dSr'Zh'TrJRY IV 409T
CU=. ri' IS M JU CIY.I.ARY TOM TO TACYLITATS JCQ OWLZTION.
it is my thesis,. though I cau wt ooncluai ve1y pzove, that the rwsota
amus ing t*ct= logy may be used to aocelerato soils and rege tatics innan-
tor ax and r*duce oasts of much work by ape roxjA&t.ly 15 to Zn p*xyw e,t,
Proof of coat effectiveness may only coma through application to inventory
work.
There spay be siwiliar benofitx for wildlife and wild horns and burro
habitat invtntories. ` iere may possibly be sixilar benefits for other
land use inventories ro .shed for preparing land use plans. Briefly,
the utility for lard us planniaq !allows
1. Roam prodti:.:_• fry he Arizmu ASVT effort would be ..*able in
preparing land unn lane and uessful in wakimg mahagamasat decisims.
Tht utility of pr 	 its for land use planning is dspsmdant von
good input data ► A.	 ppropriata paramot.ers.
Prvk uct exAmples kjuniper treatment,
bility products.
2. The offioe of Arid
rom o to sensing tact),
identify land use pc,
provide data f or aw"
wed in oou; land
of these da z and p
Pont's Info_ tion
Th* remote awning toc
dowled as follows a
the potential biq%orn sheep habitat, pinyon-
ent.ial sarlabrush treatment, and range suits-
t. dies, Uniwr*ity of Arizona, has vti1iaced
n ocaploting lend use inventories " to
a;.s or limitation). Ibis work was done to
Ari=" countAes and the information was
planning. Our Districts *say aoquire oopies
r. g sets from the Ari zossa S tate Land Depart-
~cvs syntax.
i applied to rACILITATE SVIM in a wanner
•
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xn the Arisooa Sixip AM projwat Mork, v* d.isc*varod that
spectral reflectano" r*cordad by the land satellitAt were
sigaific"tly itfluenood by "41s. This factor is i%ortant
aunt* snob of the public Bands are charsctsri"d tT ejvLrce
v*g*tative earner which allows ex w),sura of the soil surfacx.
As an axAaple of the soils 1zfluwr,caa on the sp*ctral classifi:n-
tton of tbo vegatation/soils association, we fowii different
spectral classes for ho	 none pinyon- juniper v.gat&tion
types, We otA*rv.►d the dAfferenre in ref lectAnoe while reviewing
the landsat on the inter&ative graphic terminal AM largo,
scat infrared air photos. Dux'ing grov%W truthing, we found
the soils to be the only eigmificant Wference hetwoen sites
in rs .ny "mos. This exw%)1a and othars oonvincad ae Ghat
reasote mean ing would be an important gaol to facilitate soil
surveys .
The &Wlic ation soonario for roil survey follows; In advanos
of the field season, a lAndsat so+ne which acoents voila
rsflo ta:.ce we-m d bso @*Iactad. This Mould be a oo*ne taken
either during the v potation ' s dormant secs.- ,i or duriml a
drought period. The landsat ocWuter t.a;)es for the scone and
work area would be acquired from EFOS Data Canter. Also,
other important data for area analysis, such as digitized
topography inforuation (elevation, slope, aspect, goolo^jy),
precipitAtion in,foanaation, and soils association data would be
aaquir*d.
The oosputer prc►eess would be &mw to produce a spectral
r+eflectanca classification of the inventory area. alit proems
could be done either as an unass isted coMiuter cAnalytic or as
a "trairea+d° analysis", i.e., field tschnScianx would identify
known soils and instruct tha computer to aasociat e rarticu.lar
rofleatavace Mite gixun soils.
The initial, stratificat ,iran of sp*^ctral reflectance w ould be
further refined ueiog digitized topographic # preci itation and
soils association data. Ilse refinod stratification, or prelim-
inary soils 1&4), vrnuld be machine txansferred to o%rorlays 	 R
rergister*d to 74 %inute photo quads of the inventory area. Rlso,
a gsvay line-printaar m^p of the stratification could be produced
to assist large area intarpraetation.
7b"o tool.+w mould be given to the Soils Survey Crew for their
u" in ooe%ileting the soil .*
 surrey of the area. rieldwork for
sower pro l ia lbary stratifications would be essentially verifica^
tion or minor refinasmant of the roils classification. In quo-.*
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cases, the stratification would identify soils series or
phasom of series, Other soils stratas ray involves more i.nten• 	 e
save work. Overall, I belie" the savings in worlkaoaths and
foods Will be significant, i.•. , gr cater than 10 percent.
i
upon completion of field sharsta, the moods survey Uta would
be digitised and &ntered in the ocap  for file for the arsa.
This Would ocA%)lete the soils l.uvvntory ph4se " set the
stage for Initiating the veyetatioa inventory.
Z. Vgetation xmftntoa
lbe application *oranario follo rs r
District rang* oonservat.ionists and soils scientists familiar
with the inventory area would identify opoctral rc*flsctance
associated with the various vegetation commsnitits and the
v"ta►tion/soiln &sacx.i ation. once the " , ut.ar is "trairod" ,
tin soils survey xwoord would bee rased to produce a prrrl .iai.nary
rangesitae stratification. This oould forth*r be refinod us ing
elevation, precipita tion and aspect infor *osetion. The, ref^3 d
rang* sit& stratifica, tioun would then be machine transform d to
overlays registered to 7h a <inut* quads for we by the vsystation
mapping crew .
71%o vegetation maMing crew would than verify the stratification.
(vegetation oonrraar.ity and condition
 clams*s) and rsfino the
stratification to delineate site write-4p areas (bwAs)
Tha refined vegetation stratification rep would then be digi-
tirrsd and input to the computaer for w ►g.t.at .ion strataa a?Mga-
tiont i.e., stratuu satwwary such as acres and number of Swi s.
The s aWling guidance* f res preplanning anallyvis would be
factored in and the oQVutar would allocate the swVles for
each stratus*.
I%* computer world be used to swk• a rmLn& s selection of the
allocated samp les for eawch stratum. Ttwee Mks would be
ident ified
 an the vogetation stratification traps for eabseq%wnt
field transectinq using Mm procedures.
Once the transe4ting in oonplet&d and the data sranaariswd, the
oomputor could be used to do a s toUstica 1 analysis of the
stratum saasples. *her* a stratum sample falls outside of
istatistical cof idena iale l is , the coter	 r would de t .a>; aina
the appropriate additiomsl aaAilos neadood. 7*ee ocMuter v1)uld
then be used to make a readorn selection of sWU for sampling
to bring the given stratm sasrpla aichin uVatiotioal o x fidance
limits.
The reesota s&nsinq tool and available date ► could also be used
to perform thic suitability classification for the plarming
unit. The ead
 tability classification Mould rsquire digitized
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topogrsyhic data, vo it s oxodub it itr or We data, sand lira a took
Mater location infornation. Once proemsaard " wchins trans-
faurrwd to trwxlays re,gistair*4 to 7' wInute quad*, the prali*i.-
naxy suitability cl.a+asifioat .im would be given to the field
saappiag axe+ for rslioe w+nt. The fi*ldwark would be u000 -
pll." in conjunction with the v"tawt ian ala.asifiaatioa
vefine+ant and rs.rificatioo work, th*r by stoLdi »g roduuUncy.
2h ors are s aw ra .l othex aces of tb* maiztte sonx i ng to chno loW
which oould be Listed. Y balie," " will disoaver mmy
adsttioaal uses for this tool oncm our pe reova%el b0000e fuNtil i.aT
with the capabilities and arrLication of the taachoo,lo W.
Schodu.led state of the art ixrr ownts (nwr land satellites
featuring laxVer pixoel sizes, additional al+ec tra.l bonds, Moat
sen*orx, and stereo car4bility) will extend the resolution
greatly and enhance vt.ility of this *>dorn tool.
Y hope thin discuss ion will er&Anve amie r ya to x0ing of the
moots sensing'a potential and capabilities. Vurthax rw, 1
!soya this enhanced und*ratanding of the reoota sensing tool
will motivate DJA I s use, &a ayplioatioa of this node,rn tool.
Ramey
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FBLM ARIZONA FY81 PRIORITY TASKS USING L.ANDSAT
Phoenir RMP (Resource Management Plan, formerly URA)
- 6.s13 million acres in small scattered allotments from
Mexico to Navajo. 220 allotments
- Use to facilitate modified SVIM
2. Vermillion Resource Area
- 1.7 million acres in the Scrip District, N.W. Arizona
- Assist in soils surveys an modified SVIM
- Personnel have remote sensing experience
3. Havasu Resource Area
r , 0.858 million acres in Yuma District, West Arizona
Assist in classificatiin of ephemerial range and wildlife
habitat in 16 allotments
4. Gila Resource Area
- 2.147 million acres in Safford District
- Use for modified SVIM
- Personnel have remote sensing experience
ENCLOSURE 6
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